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buquerque
as follows :
ing the railroad,
rvllf.nU WauU Nil Mexico'

Engel left here in his special ear
ThiB Is the gist of an interview at 5:30 o'clock Friday evening on his
to Chicago. He has been to
given out by Harry Chandler, presi- return
back left
dent of the Los Angeles Times, and California, and on his way made a
one of the richest and most influe- the railroad at Gallup, and
men Jnto the
nzal men of California, before he left trip with Los Angeles
' San Juan basin.
here for his home Friday night.
inAiiIri Tint diapiisa the railroad
The reason for the interest taken
from
angle, and asked that he
by Los Angeles m the San Juan basm,
e
irecun
uoa
i -- - pfacTwhere it can get; without too did say, however that he Rnd othe
long a haul, hogs, cattle, sneep,
&i
rtudv.

".A""'

The Chamber OI commeree ux
the
Aneeles is trying to influence
.1
Santa Fe railroad to build into
CM Tnon ho a in fmm GalluD. The
interests win not
dty and private
,
Build into the San Juan basin, Chand-ler said, and if a line is built it will
be built by the Santa Fe railroad.
The stock yards at Los Angeles,
Chandler stated, have just been estab.
tished, and the fact that they are
there has greatly increased the interest in getting direct rail connections with the San Juan country.
greater movCoal may be even
ing force, he added. Los Angeles
needs bunker coal for steamships and
battleships 'which frequent its harbor, and Los Angeels has no coal. In
the San Juan basin they see a chance
to get the coal they need for this
purpose, and expect to haul 1,500
tons a day over a line which might
be put in through Gallup.
- Chandler met the representatives
of the Pacific Steel corporation, who
were in Durango when he was there
a few days ago. They have studied
coal fields in New Mexico, Utah,
Washington and every other place
which was close enough to Los Angeles to make it practicable as a source
of supply.
San Juan Coal Best
In all their investigations, Chandler said, they found no coking coal
as well suited to their purposes asthat to be found in the San Juan ba-

3:".

aaxa
region, have .compiled a rail.
possible traffic which
niitlnt. for the eountrv either bv
way of Albuquerque or by Gallup
would carry.
There are 20,000 acres now unaer
cultivation in the Cuba country,
COllld
aofarl
... t.tna
- . lfrMK
- u , anil
U tr
Utl
"
be increased by three or four times
with very little expense, lnis is Be
sides the coal possibilities mere.
Coal, he said, like oil, is now a drug
on the market There is now so much
of it, in his opinion, that it does not
ac etmnolv aa agricultural Oro- .i
ducts and live stock in the railroad s
estimations.
m,., iMovifn has its orreatest as
set, perhaps, he said, in its tourist
attractions, ana snouia aeveiop inem
to the utmost, in Engel's view. The
Cov. Tn on hoin -he said, if oDened UP,
'
kJCll
'
would appear to the tourists of the
rest of the country.
San Juan Basin Wonderful
As . his personal opinion, Engel
u
haliovaii that, the- San
ia bliav
sttiu
""v.vi.
Juan basin was a wonderful country,
It
capable of much development. he
could support a large population,
t.
believes, under tne proper ueveiuij-men-

Juan
on

the

vL.h

"'oil, he said, is not such a

consid-

eration. Los Angeles has plenty of
that now, and is exporting it all over
worse than too
......"The .a only. thing
La
.11
little oil in me on dusiiicbd, u aal1
Mia tAA VMllPn nil. The best olace for
New Mexico oil right now is in stor
age in the ground, but it wouio ve
nice to know just where it is when
it is needed."
. .
He expressed an opinion that New
Mexico was naturally tributary coun--i
t iiumIh The Donulation
ef California, he Baid, is increasing
.
at an astounding rate, ana
now importing food products such as
hogs and cattle from as far away
"
its Texas.
New Mexico Has Future
n
"There is no reason that I can see,
M

1

should not have the same future as
has been the history of Los Angeles.

"

"VZm

.oi Thave Is' much
years . uo,', W Hid not have the ir
the resources
rigation possibilities or state
has. And
such as coal that your
in that time.
at
the
growth
look
yet,
counIn the last census Los Angeles
nty
the
leading
listed
as
ty was
in the country in agricultural prodnChandler pointed out that the polbeen
icy of Los Angeles ha; always
is
a far sighted one. If theSanroad
Juan
built from Gallup into the
country, U Angeles wiU on its feet,
San Juan basin and put it
;

eElBPaso and Albuquerque combin.

eafhe stated, could not give a sufficient market' to bring about the
of the San Juan basin to

flow
capacity. The natural
its
products, he
for the San Juan basin's
coast.
said, is to the Pacific
Irrigation Expert Fletchis CoLEd

With Chandler
of the
er of San Diego, president
California Highway
oclaonkhe
active in the Lee
He is also
associations.
Highway
of San
county highway commissioner
DipartiesU interested in the San Juan
to have
basin projects were anxious
he
him go over the ground because
of dams
wperlptended the laying outabout
San
for the irrigation systems
on, large ir-is
an
expert
and
Diego,

VfSiGBL

SAID:

The country around Cuba is

,

ing a great advance and has B. J.
according lo
Banta
of
EngeT
Fe railroad who was in the city
vice-pniide- nt

Til

v-

--

filled the park where a ball game was
pulled off that created great atuuso-men- t.
The "single men" beat the
"married men," and this is some consolation for our fair sex who
may... goj.
;
i
i
.1 a. '
j;
j inusuunua,
uut a distinct
gunning ior
damper on the married men who have

given married life a trial.
Doctor Stofer appeared to be at his
haQ
Kiit hid mntoQ oittipi wovp lin
late the night before, ok deliberately
"threw down" on the doctor. D.
but
Rollie was due for a ducking
riiirkerf nwtiv lust in time to save his
reputation as an umpire with perfectly honest decisions.
There were eats plenty and Jimmy
Blateios, as chairman of the refreshments committee, was at his best.
When the coffee ran out, and the ir
rigation ditches were running full
heads of pure mountain water, a cry
went up: "What's the matter with
the coffee?" An investigation found
that some boys had tampered with
by adding
Jimmpy's big coffee potHUDDlV.
This
n miih wntr fnr the
Jimmy soon corected, and th drink
reing of coffee a la White i;aie was
sumed.
. .
Tmntimla ioa VrrpBITI. ROlt drinKS
and about everything that could have
been wished for were pieniy. in
kiddies had the time of their lives.
nr.
kort tho kiddies sav" some.
.
..IT
these
on,
"Come
tViinw liVfi this:
Shriners don't come oire nere

r

of Interior Work announced that
eighteen reclamation projects in eleven western states would be survey,
ed with the two hundred and twenty-fiv- e
thousand dollars which was appropriated by the last congress for
that purpose. Included among the
reclamation projects on which the department will at once seek information is the San Juan basin, lying
partly in Colorado and partly in New
Mexico, and the White and Yampa
rivers of Colorado; the Little Colorado and Williams rivers of Arizona
below Lee Ferry, Black Canyon dam
in cooperation between Black Canyon
and Emmett, Idaho and irrigation dis.
tricts; the development of power sites
on the Big Horn in Wyoming for irrigation purposes. o

and ntl.Of Snortg

i.

drew shouts, from the crowds, and H
ever there was a picnic tna. raa en
j l !ti iitmnat it. WHS thll 0116.
With this affair, just as with all
nam w
undertakings, a lew women the
very
a success. From
it
make
. .
:
Webb.

n,s

i;v

(I.

Horace Moses, Bob Dennard and
It has grain .fields and raises gar- others were talking snrine picnic
den crops to a large extent now, and
had
would be ideally adapted to the raisCapt. Lewis of Fort Wingate
ins of cattle, sheep and hogs, he posted over the words: "No Parking
stated.
Here," so that the words: "Parking
With Engel is his secretary, a. w. Here" was left as an invitation to all
Griswola to
AViavwi
a Tin f! T. Griswold.
AMClll
park their cars along the shady
went with him as far as Raton on boulevards, and this act of Capt.
appreciated. The
Friday night, and will make his nome Lewis was highly whole-soCaptain
in Raton temporarily.
hearted and
big
it ia ifoairnhle in have him there as did everything in his power to make
to all feel at home.
long as further investigations are
o
be made into the san Juan dbshi. '
Engel stated that this trip which
Coming
he made through the San Juan basin
Now
will not necessarily lead to the final
By
decesion as to whether the Santa Fe
.nAni ahmid hiiilrf into the San For some time complaint was heard
Juan basin, or whether it should build
Gallup was not receiving her
from Gallup or as an extension oi me that
of the summer tourists, that
share
runnow
line
Northwestern
Santa Fe
all tourists were being
practically
necesi
It
Bernalillo.
may
ning into
routed
Springerville, that the
by
of
the
sary be for representatives
had hogged all the
interests
Becker
on
the
data
more
railroad to gather
of coast to coast travel.
business
said.
he
country in the future,
A ll ID
tiv... Some of our
Santa Fe Objects
to stand the ex
citizens
obligated
Of11.
VV.
K
M. June
oAvrTi
men 10 siaviuu
of
employing
penses
fical advice that the Santa Fe rail at Los Lunas and Holbrook and their
- - v.
to tell tourists that Gallup
way "o
Col business is (.Usui Tnntp. via the Santa
ing of a certificate to permit the
cun
w
antt
ivipYir.an
rnimhiia
j VUlUiiiwuo
UlttUU,
Fe railroad, and that this route has
railroad from Columbus, N,
struct
an tne way aim tcai
northwesTern New Mexico with plenty water
mnvi!iHMr parasres where
M, tU
and
Swingerville,-Artsbranches to
auto parts can be had for all makes
El Paso, Texas, was receivea oy n of cars.
.
,
state corporation commission.
Since the tourists have, been headThe Santa Fe contends that part ed via Gallup we notice that business
of the proposed railroad north of its is better, that every tourist leaves
nnU ho useful onlv to some money nere, ana mm
l
serve the San Juan basin; that the money helps to stimulate business in
:
"
basin people, southern UUiiornia in- all lines.
..
. '
;
To secure this business is costing
terests and the Santa Fe still consider
.a i:line iiwi" r.otlnn intn the San Juan some money, and as only a few of our
- U.. nhlittaarl tn Rtand this
country but up to the presentu the
v
chance of sucn a ime oemR
expense, it is perfectly fair that all
...ukmit a lnss "has seemed should chip m ana neip netui
it appears m "
too uncertain to justify the under tra expense,
motiind la tha nnlv wav to combat the
..
taking
by the
If any line is built north of Gallup, propaganda being employed
it
Fe's
interests.
Becker
protest
Santa
to
the
according
0
connec
ought to be a part or direct
H.
tion of the Santa re.
rru
...nnroHiiii' pnmmission Was
Sues Carl
asked to hold a hearing on the Colo
rado, Columbus ana, luexioo s application as the result of this protest
SANTA FE, June 12. A suit for
rntntniaainner HUGTh civil
i
anuj ivoijjuiainuii
damages against Carl C. MaH. Wiliams announced it would ac gee of Albuquerque, editor of the
XT Avar
MavldA
Trihline. in the
cept.
"
o
.
sum of $100,000 for alleged libel will
be filed in tne mstrici court ior o
New Mexico
Miguel county tomorrow morning in
h.i.oif nf .Tnhnafhnn H. Wacner. nre- sident of the Las Vegas Normal uni
versity. Former supreme uouri jus.
SANTA FE, N. M. R. C. Sowder, - WW vev.w wJ. Roberta. r Wazner's
.L.t--- n
n tfca miata MffhwaV COm- .adtav mada ffiia n nil mm foment tO- mission, wired Governor Hinkle from night, saying the complaint has been
to un vbus.
Washington that tne commission er- prepared ana mauea announcement
of
This follows the
rand to Washington with State High- cri.A.m wtit an nritnwint for
"
French had un inn."
way Engineer James A. -minal libel against Magee by the San
been successful."
Their purpose was to get the Uni- - Miguel county grand Jury.
'mi- mihlta' roads'
i.A
The civU complaint alleges libel on
ci.t.. limn
WH BWWi
""
roads
five
counts, and Mate individually
of
a
to
type
cheaper
approval
wu and the Mage Publishing company
for remote mcdom.ok we
are named at defendants.
cheaper maintenance.
.

ul

Tourists

Gallup

Vli--

Dr. J.

To
Get Cheaper Roads

V

Wagner
Magee

n. C

a

A. AKD

TV.v anraetf ati bv
fiillui) Herald that' Gallun could
" Tha
secure an aviation station has met with much favor by our
people. It would not cost much money to secure the site and
it would add much to Gallup's standing witn tne 'war impair'
ment.
fiAWIA It ova OA iA that ura ahniilri advocate for a Y. M. C. A.
for Gallup, that if we went after the aviation station one of the
things needed in connection with the aviation station would
be a Y. M. C. A. and natatorium.
Without the aviation station, a Y. M. C. A. and natatorium
would be a great blessing. And when we say "great blessing,"
we mean to say that the Y. M. u. A. snouia De conauciea just
as it should be in every sense of the word.
A Y. M. C. A: and natatorium properly conducted would
rter nml henlth huilder. There is nothing so
conductive to health as a natatorium, and nothing so entertaining for all classes of people, young. as well as old.
These matters snouia receive our Desi enoru wnuiesumc
entertainments and wholesome sports tend to build for best
'
character and health.

THE DAY WAS PERFECT ELEVEN STATES ON LIST
ALL ADMIT OF GREAT RESOURCES OF THE SAN JUANS
FOR $225,000 RECLAMAAND 400 HAPPY PEOPLE
BASIN AND APPEAR TO HAVE ARGUED
TION
TIME
HAD
THE
THEIR
PROJECTS, ANOF
1
BELIEVING THAT A RAILROAD IS
BY WORK
NOUNCED
BUSY LIVES
FOR PRESENT BUSINESS
BADLY NEEDEEMEVEN
DEMANDS WITH GREAT FUTURE DEVELOPMENT The Shrine annual picnic at Ft. WASHINGTON. June 13. SecreWingate Sunday was a great success.
in- Fully 400 people attended the picthe
all
Herald
ot
The
to
Gallup
readers
In order
give
nic. The weather was just as it was
formation that can be had about the proposed San Juan railordered just right. The treat of
from last Sunday's issue of the Al- trees, grass and running water kept
road, we here
Herald interviews from the men who are project many in the shade, while hundreds
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FLAG DAY PROGRAM KIWANIS PICNIC
Gallup School
Budget Cut Down
BY B. P. O. E.
SUNDAY, JULY

"Hinkle cuts" struck the Gallup
budget and cut the budget OBSERVED
IN GALLUP
from $62,680 to $58,970. This cov4 P. M. WITH
to
FROM
2
4
and
3
and
ers Gallup school districts
APPROPRIATE EXERCISES
the McKinley county high school.
Last year's budget was for $62,580
IN PLAZA
and was allowed, and every dollar of
it was needed.
PROGRAM
One of the items cut by the State
1. Music: "Star Spangled Banner"
School Auditor was the "Special Op- - St. Michaels Band.
nnrnnitv Rftnm." The GalluD SchOOl 2. Introductory Exercises. Exalted
board consider that this room is one Ruled and Officers.
of the most important in their 3. Prayer
Chaplain
4. Song: "Columbia, the Gem of
schools. This room accommodated the
a
Audience and Band.
"overs" and "unders," and proved
the Ocean"
5. History of the Flag, John J.
valuable help in the proper training
of certain pupils, ine nimue poiwy Kirk.
6. Response ..Vincent J. Jaeger
of "Cuts" cut this room out.
7. Altar Service
Esquire and
rino tcoViPi- - Ipsis will have to per
form the duties for this coming school Officers.
8. Song: "Auld Lang Syne"
year than did the work last year.
Members
, Officers and
With more children to care for, yet
of Patriotic
9. Music: "Medley
one less teacher. No people nor no
Michaels Band
country can progress that 'cuts its Airs" Recitation: St.
"The Banner That
10.
educational facilities.
Irene Gribben
Made"
This school year will run a ten 11. Address
W. Uiapman
John
twelve
a
of
instead
months basis,
12. Song: "America"... Audience
as
heretotore.
months basis,
and Band.
When asked how the cut was going
AMERICA
to be made so as to keep within the
'tis of thee,
country,
My
amount allowed by the Auditor, Mr.
land of liberty,
Sweet
Yersin said: "We will have to cut in Of thee I sing;
the suDDlie8 supplies for the pu
Land where my fathers died;
pils."
Land of the pilgrim's pride j
In a nation like the United States, ' From every mountain side
and in New Mexico, a State that has
Let freedom ring.
boasted of fine schools, it is not
economy to curtail opportunity for
My native country, thee,
the education of our children. We are Land of the noble free,
spending millions for automobiles Thy name I love;
e
luxuries, I love thy rocks and rills,
and many other
high-pric- e
roads, streets and sideThy woods and templed hills;
walks, yet we allow our school sysMy heart with rapture thrills,
tem cut and cut to the very bottom. Like that above.
In a county like McKinley that has
Our father's God, to thee,
been managed so as to get out of debt,
with no bonds to hang around our Author of liberty,
sing;
necks, yet we must suffer a cut in To thee we our
land be bright,
Long may
school appropriation.
Freedom's
Holy light;
With
the
but
peoThis is bad medicine,
Protect us by Thy might,
ple voted- the Hinkle administration
Great God, our King.'
in, and the people always get exo
actly what they vote for now take
Moses
medicine.your
.

school

'

...

.........

...

high-pric-

Horace

o

Appointed Manager

Lost Blind Boy

Horace Moses has been appointee
manager of the Gallup American Coal
This is a well deservea
Company.
Mr. Moses. As genWoifnosifnv nicht. of last week, a advancement for
of . the Gallup
eral
superintendent
little blind boy arrived in Gallup from a
r.nmnnnv
he has made
ruol
j
niliciii.aii
the Institute for the Blind at Alamo- - a fine showing and his appointment
bordo. The little boy gave his name to
the position of manager of that
as Edward Liggett and said that his
is a distinct honor.
company
father was to meet him at Gallup and Horace Moses was made superincould
The
little
home.
him
boy
take
tendent of mines for the Chino Copnot tell where his home was and the
served that
Company in 1909 and
and
of
him
sheriff took charge
gave per
till July, 1917, when he was
company
him a home while waiting for the
general superintendent of
father to show up. After three days appointed
the Gallup American Coal Company.
the administration of Mr.
Pratt at Alamogordo for information During
as general superintendent tne
Moses
as to where the boy's home was. The Gallup American Coal Company has
information from Superintendent done a great deal 'or development
Pratt gave Sheriff Myers a clue ana work such as requirea tne imenv
were located
the parents of
0f a big man, and in this cap
bjlity
..
and acnv
in
flio
-- r
w wipini'tw nf- Farminorton
ne iu i ctc.jt rarmiroment.
,....
r
Saturday Sheriff Myers sent the boy We congratulate mi. muaeo
home by automobiio.
advancement, also tne
recognition
i i rvtmnanv in ita
Hiic niii nroaentnd a nitiful t)licht lean iuw
of negligence in the failure to fur of the value and worth of Horace
Moses.
nish the little boy witn proper
'
papers when he left the
.
school at Alamagordo.

Stranded Here

!.,

the-bo-

I

maen-tificati-

on

GALLUP, BRICK PLANT .
REPORTS BIG BUSINESS
,

w.-.--

1

FOR THE GIRLS AND BOYS
OF ALL CLASSES IRRESPECTIVE OF RACE OR
CREED
Following the good time enjoyed
by all at the Shrine picnic, especially
the kiddies, another picnic will be
on Sunday.
riven at Fort Wine-atJuly 1, by the Kiwanis Club, and
everybody in uauup ana vicinity areinvited. This picnic will be especal.lv nrmnffMl fnr t.liA kiddies, and
every boy and girl are invited to come
and bring tneir parents.
R. G. Webb is chairman and requests that parents see that their
children attend this picnic. Mr. Webb
asks that parents come with well
filled baskets. Soft drinks, ice
cream and other refreshments includ- hA nrnvidpd.
There
!no rnffaa
'
w.vw, will
i
will be games ana sports an aay.
other ball game will be matched and
everyinmg oone 10 enieimm cvoiyoou'
Cars will leave tne post omce at
10 A. M. Sundav morning. Be on time
and go with the crowd.
e

ah-Bet-

J..

0

Shooting Scrape
Sunday Morning:
T.aof '.Qnndnv mnmincr over in the
Mexican part of Gallup four Mexicans
were implicated in a shooting scrape
mJ all four received nistol wounds.
Juan Lavala was placed in jail. He
receivea a wouna on top oi nis neau,
the scalp being cut. His son, Favian
T.avala farad wnrsn than the others.
He was shot four times, two times
t
through the stomacn, once tnrougn
his thigh and once through his right
wrist. He was placed in the hospital.
Francisco Rosales was shot through
rie was piacea m tne
the stomach,
hospital. Mrs. Juan Lavala received
The
a eVint thrnntrh the left wrist.
over
started
to
have
trouble
appeared
.
.
...
..
settlement oi a contract ana invuiveu
a balance of $4.45.
answered
The 11sheriff's department
.11 ..j,'nn nt f Vin
t . an
tne can ana iuuuu
pwura
were vanen uj.
premises, two guns
0ne of the guns was a fine make 32
automatic, the other gun was a gooa
r.t tha C,nt stvle.
Speaking "Tof this affairtoSheriff My.
am cninc
pather UP
;j.
about a wash tub full of pistols pretty
w
goon i find tnat nearly every
we make of Mexicans that they all
have fine makes of pistols.' '
j

...

1

i..i.j

.

.

1

..i.
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Bloomer Girls

Badly Walloped

Monday, June 11, the Western
Bloomer Girls met the Gallup Grays
in a game at Fair grounds ball park
and received the wallopping of their
baseball career, wneni tne game
closed the score stood 26 to 6 in fav
or of the Grays. Capt. Del Arcy saw
that his team played the best game
ump
of the season and he speaks of his
boys in very complimentary terms.
n,
Horace moses, nimseii a grew,
said that the Urays just simpiy mi.
batted them to
AWEL70iEWATSNLEwK the Bloomers out
death. Others said that it was a pity
wants the way the Grays hit tne Dans anu
Capt. Lewis of Fort Wingate be
ex- - run
that
the Bloomer Girls all over the
everybody to understandHnn
to all to field.,"- Invito
visit Fort Wingate on every occasion.
When dances are given as tne r
Court
the Captain wants all to feel that
ia
nn
the
outside
.41.4.1.
mMna"
C. blU DHIUB
VW
Rules
"
and to pull it with as much pleasure
were
as though you
entering
Tha United States
uimn; VftPV
nma ritrht alnntr and ba
'
Lmi
alwniit. mnr. nf anneala has ruled that
life.
mix
and
To
to
enjoy
prepared
government need not prove the
mingle in friendly and .wholesome the
aieOBOUO content
oi wniauy v r
manner tends to mas au ieei w
The good whether it was fit for btrenxe pn
life is worth the living.
fai aaaaa wham
ladLstaMBta
people of Gallup may appreciate we
M
f
friendly and big hearted Captain na i zm INWHW W
the L4oer is epecmea as waay.
--

'
Judge John R. McFie. receiver for
the Gallup Brick Plant, reports big
ara aimnlv BWAmned
Wo
.... i
w.v
i
uiuiu.n.
with orders!" aaid Judge McFie. "We
are now shipping 70,uuu Dries, to tne
Masonic hall at Winslow; 80,000 to
United Verde Copper Company at
Clarkdale, Ariwmas 80,000 for Gal
lup contractors, nesraea wese orders, wa have made prices on furnl-suing ones to new ion conuvewn.
and to Los Angelas contractors, and
uwia.
to Kansas wty wuioers,"

New York

On Liquor

ft

--- --

T
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CLTTIXAK9 vs. AL

It

Mm

CT!

a long descent from Governor are arrayed ttose who believe ia law
Graver Cleveland to Governor Al and order and oa the ether thoas
Earth. The om stood, in the midst who belMTw ia lawlessness and ss- is

f a national crisis, for the obser. order. The challenge to one) provi
vaace of bis oath of office ia courage- - sion ol tne Constitution and one leo-er- al
execution of the federal laws
lav involves a challenge to all.
against the protests of his own day's and lawlessness condoned by the state
and demagogues. The in respect to one law will quickly
anarchists
other, disregarding his oath to sec to spread to all laws. Nullification has
it that the laws are executed, signs been dragged from the grave in Which
the repeal of one law which would it was interred at Appomatox and in
enable Lin, as governor, to fulfill bis a far less noble and righteous cause
highest obligation in respect to a law than that which cost the nation so
nwaeifuEy resisted not only by those vast an outpouring of blood and treaceeasdeatioosly oposed to it, but by sure in the sixties. President Harding has already in
aoweiiui iiDanciai and political in.
terests which are making millions dicated his attitude toward ttua new
oat of ha violation.
nullification. He knows no official
The issue involved is not one of obligation other than his oath to c,
his sworn duty to see to it that
prfcibrtio&, bat of law and order. Uvea that issue Governor Smith in fuL the laws are executed, regardless of
fiHment, we are told, of campaign the indifference or tne opposiuon ox
promises, definitely aligns himself any stata government to them. The
with the forces of lawlessness. Out two men, by reason of recent events,
of sympathy with a provision of the stand forth as the exponents of two
federal Constitution adopted with the theories of executive mxy,
jegai sancuon 01 bis own common- for Uw and the other for nullifica
wealth, be asserts the right of a fac- tion of law.
.
tion which does not agree with the Every citizen who has at stake any
matter
no
the
Constitution to defy personal or property right,
provisions of
tmA on the Question ol
them; of a state to withdraw itself
from the jurisdiction of the Union. prohibition, should give deliberate
Despite all the hypocritical hair split- consideration to the cowences of
wan alisming himseix
ting intended to befog the issue, that
. " "l
of nullifies
is the question at stake. Indeed the "'u
doctrine of defiance of federal law tion and defiance of law. ITonelaw
was openly proclaimed by one of the
and defied today,
may be nullified the
Governor's political intimates and another
heart and tothe
nearer to
one of the leaders of the national interests of some opponents of prohi
-.
Democratic party at the hearing bition, may be deriea
which resulted in Governor Smith's whole structure of civilisation in the
state of New
decision to sign the law enforcement
city of New York, the
repeal bilL
York and throughout the country
The action of Governor Smith is an resta upon the observance of law by
invitation to the bootlegger, the fk ririim and the enforcement of
moonshiner, the smuggler and liquor i
h the official When this duty
law violators in general to do their is abandoned by citizen and official
worst It invites an orgy of open law. the result inevitably is anarchy,
lesnes in the chief state of the Union.1
in respect not only to one law,
and advertises tne sympathetic atti- but to all laws, not only to one guartude of Smith toward liquor lawless antee of the Constitution, but to all
ness and law breakers.
and provisions.
There is a legal, orderly and con- guarantees
The sober minded people of New
stitutional way to repeal the Volstead York who have something at stake in
act or eliminate the orohibition the maintenance of existing institutamendment from the federal Consti- ion!! should be the last to support
tution. That method is not one of or condone the policy of nullification
putting a constituent state of the fed-er- of federal law. New York has a huge
Union into open opposition to and restless population which may
national authority.
That method at some time be moved, under the
went down before the armies of the sway of demagogues, to extreme
Union in 1865. A bootleggers' rebel- measures of expropriation against
lion is less respectable than a slave which only constitutional guarantees
holders' rebellion.
may be invoked. The precendent of
It is evident that this action . of state
nullification set today may at
Governor Smith was staged to create some time
justify some Spies or Trot.
an issue. Judging from the violent sky in trampling
upon the federal
which
in
Governor
Smith
language
Constitution's guarantees to each
denounces
those who believe that state of a republican form of govern
New York owes allegiance to the fed- ment and' against the seizure of pro
eral laws, there never was any doubt perty or taking of life without due
about his keeping his bargain with nr(VP. of law. Fnrttinnf then i m
tne interests which backed him in j have in the White House a Cleveland
1922 on the understanding that fed- - or a
Harding, rather than an AJtgeld
rial uuuie wouiu pe uouiea in case 'or an AI Smith!
oi bmithi election as governor. Yet If the prohibition provision of the
he posed for a month pretending to! federal Constitution is wrong,
repeal
be in doubt as to his final action, and lit If the Volstead aot
providirg for
a
DwiBJiig
Hearing at ine,its enforcement is wrong,
that
.ywurcuur
to call national atten But let all tnis be done repeal
finish in order
in the re
tion to his act of nullification.
gular, orderly, American way. De- Governor Al Smith has not created f jance 0f existing laws by state offi- a new issue. c ne nas revivea an Cials is nullification, secession, sn
ow one, aeait witn oy oeorge wasn- - arehy. It is
Such lawno citizen who values the
ingion wnen ne suppressea anap s
Demon ana Dy Abraham Lincoln when security of life and property in this
he stamped out the doctrine of null- - republic can afford to endorse or sup
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Price

of stove
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-

$46.95

Without oven
and cabinet -

$31.00

NEW PERFECTION
Oil Cook Stoves
and Ovens

For quick, economical and dependable cooking service all the
world finds the Blue Chimney NEW PERFECTION the
most satisfactory oil cook stove within its popular price range.

-
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VII

VIJtT
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DOlT,

Ask your dealer to demonstrate NEW PERFECTION'S

cooking satisfaction.

THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
1

CHAIRMAN

2?TDneW 8nd

BY JOHN T. ADAMS,

OF THE REPUBLICAN

NATIONAL COMMITTEE

hher-Price- d
models, with the
Burners, provide urrpassed cooking speed and coo venienca,
PRICES OF BLUE CHIMNEY MODELS
newly-invente- d,

fast-as-g-

as

(Commit, mik Wmrmmt Cmhmti

Twe-Born-

$2450;
Under the Harding administration tion.
$32.00;
$40.23i
Oven Rna, $SJ0;
rirBarner, $550;
no department of the federal govern- Under Atorney General Daugherty
Oreo Raofe, $9350.
ment has performed a more prodigi- - there has been a maximum of cooper-ou- s
Hew Perfectioa "Lire Heat" Ovens from $Z60 to $7.40 additional.
amount of work or done it more nation between the Deoartanent of Jn
creditably than the Department of tice and all other federal departments
THE CLEVELAND METAL PRODUCTS
Justice under the direction of attor in the enforcement of law.
CO,OJEVELAND, OHIO
ApproDallas Braacht 82S Trunk Ave.
General
ney
Daughtery.
ximately 500 prosecutions for using
Since March, 1921, the Department the mails for fraudulent
of Justice has not only transacted a being pushed by the Department of
and Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lund.
ago.
victory at Albuquerque in the game.
greater amount oi ousmess inan nas' justice in cooperation with the Post-eve- r
Miss Roberta Pittman has taken
Mr. Jones, Dr. and Mrs. Washbeen transacted in the same! office
their guests were:. Mr. and
department. The American
Miss
GibNaomi
in
the
burn
and mother, made a trip to the Among
Long's place
length of time in its history, but the people are robbed of not less than
Mrs.
Uhland
and mother, Mr. and
Ice
son
Cream
Parlor.
Petrified Forest Sunday.
(Herald Correspondence)
business transacted has been of great! $150,000,000 by fraudulent proposi-impo-rt
Mr. and Mrs. Bryden and family
Mr. Middleton
of the Gamerco Mrs. Geo. Gardener, Mr. and Mrs.
and the public's interests have tions which use the government
Mrs. Fowler, daughter of H. W. attended the show in Gallup Sunday Store, George McMulIen, Marshall John McGuver, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
been conserved to a degree never sur mails. It is the intention of the Deleft for her home in Ar evening.
Alexander,
Pitmann, Jewel and Roberta
in
that
the
of
Mr. and Mrs. Kettle, Mrs.
passed
history
depart partment of Justice, working with kansas
Mrs. Georee Gardener was in Cal- snent Sunday at Nutria Angell,
Tuesday.
ment.
the Postoffice department, to put a
Monte
Mr. and Mrs. Kuhns,
Walker,
Bliss Elizabeth Bryden and Helen lup Tuesday afternoon visiting her Canon.
When this administration took stop to his evil. Prosecution of vio
Mrs. Taylor Roberts, Le Marr Alex,
Brown
are
and
Mr.
Eloise
inenas
Mon
Burke
Mr.
snopping.
visiting
Bottenberg
and
federal
the
dockets
were
Joe
lit lators of food, drug and prohibition
charge
John Grenko who has been attend. Matsushita
afternoon at St Mary's hospital.
ander, McKenna, Forsythe, Tommy
erally clogged. It was necessary for acts has been vigorous.
More than day
Mrs.
McMulIen entertained ing school at the University of New Hotel FHHnv
Clarke, Truesdale, Frank Gaines and
Atorney General Daughtery and his 25,000 cases have been decided fav. the Ed Harry
Mexico
Gibson
returned
to
few
a
McMulIen
days!
in
ball
four
at
a
of
boys
their!
family
way
assistants to make a survey of thou- orably to the government and more
celebrating
Johnny Dean
course
dinner
Saturday.
sands of pending cases involving bil- than $5,000,000 were collected in
Hiss Monte Walker arrived in Gib
lions of dollars. Not only the legal fines last year.
son from EI Paso Monday evening for
phases had to be thoroughly weighed,
a visit witn ner sister, Mrs. Chas.
Daughtery is
out it was necessary in cases involv fineAttorney General
i
example of a conscientious pub Kettle, and father, Mr. Chas. Kelly.
con
war
contracts
'
to
claims
of
JAL'A
tM-- r
ing
lic servant wnose one and only mo- - . Miss Adeline Ortez was not able to
i
i
ftrt
uuci audits oi vastt proporxions.
inis tive ig to
serve the public's
be
the
on
store Tuesday, on
duty at
task was accomplished with terp,t. n. hna ,wmm1
,
acount of illness.
this.
he
this
In
work
has
had
the
Sam
Mrs.
uDimon celebrated her
i.n,.iicjr ut.reiai
heart est iivmnsthv anil iitmnof co- - wedding anniversary Thursday, with
picked his legal staff with a view to
of
his
of
all
staff of assis a six o'clock dinner.
operation
their legal attainments and peculiar tants
and subordinates in the Depart
Hr. Haghie Whiteman is erievinc
fitness for the work in hand, which ment oi Justice. The record
of the over the death of one of the young
aeocunts for the great amount and
department since March, 1921, re- blood hounds.
the high quality of the public ser- flects
great credit upon the Attorney Mr. and Mrs. Carl Nolan are ex
vice performed by his department
uenerai ana tne administration.
pecting their little daughter. Marie.
since March, 1921.
' .
x
o
this week, who has been attending
The record has indeed been re"Twill soon be time for the small school at Las Vegas.
I
markable. Up to' May 24, 1923, the
to take off his shoes and put on
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Irick were din
1
'
department settled 413 cases filed boy
ner guests at the home of Mr. and
his
tan.
Walla
Walla
Bulletin.
the
the
in
United
against
government
Morden
Wilson
Mrs.
Wednesday
States Court of Claims. The aggre
.
evening.
gate amount asked for in these cases
Mr. Walter Crockett and wife of
was in excess of $88,000,000. The ag.
Ram ah spent the week end at the A.
gregate amount awarded was less
.
Crockett home.
To drive out that pain or
than $3,000,000. In other words, the
Mr. Joe Ferrerri and John Dean're- Department of Justice under Attorache, doctors know of nothtumed from Albuquerque by train.
ney General Daughtery has so sucing better
leaving the car in .Mbuquerque for
cessfully defended taxpayers of the
repairs.
in
settled
thus
that
country
litigation
Dean Bleven left for the Crockett
far, claimants have been awarded
ranch at Ramah Sunday, where he
cent
three
of
the
amount
only
per
Enarco the Japanese Oil
expects to spend the summer.
they sued for. It is not believed there
Judge Holtry of Gallup was call
for 40 years the standby in
is any record equal to this.
ing on his taany friends in Gibson
millions
In claims classified under the head
of homes. Enarco Wednesday.
of war transactions, in whidh the!
will positively master your
Mrs. L W. Irick and brother. Al
government was the plaintiff, morel
bert Henderson, spent Wednesday in
aches and pains or money
toan $3,000,000 have been recovered,
"S
back.
uallup with mends.
judgments have been obtained and
The Shriners picnki at Fort Win- entered for $1,225,000 more, snd apfew
was
attended by quite a
gate
proximately 100 indictments . have
Gibson people. Mr. and Mrs. Ed Mc
been returned.
There an a large
. . r"" Ail.
Mr.
-- 1 ill
o vv "
and Mrs. Harvey Me. TIPPKXARY OVER THE TOP. A
MulIen,
Sold and neommended bjr
a.A.i,k
nnmber of such cases still in the
Mullen, Mr. aad Mrs. Lane, Johnny 5L2"i
'
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a
Canada,
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jump of
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STYLE SHOE
We

BUYNOW

have the proper machinery

.';

Coal
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LOW PRICES

PARIS SHOE STORE AND SHOP

;'

i
Cor.

$1.50 UP
Ladies' and Boys' Sewed or Nail- ed Half Soles, with Rubber Heels
$1.25 UP
Rubber Heels-La- dies'
40c
or Gents
Best materials used and work
guaranteed. Money refunded if
work is not satisfactory.

AUTO TOPS AND CURTAINS MADE AND REPAIRED

s
:..

Men's .Sewed or Nailed Half
Soles, .with Rubber Heels

VALUES

BIG

SUCH

SECURE

DOLLARS

EXPERT WORKMEN

Bring Your Repairing T Ut
Money refunded if work is not
,'

YOUR

Effective June 18th, 1823

FIRST CLASS SHOE REPAIRING

to rebuild them, with flexibility,
'style and comfort, just like new.

satisfactory,;

WHILE

Ave.

JOSEPH N. K. ARTESI, Proprietor

And Third

Street

1

SHOE
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT
PRICE LIST

.SATURDAY JUNE, IQth
FIRST ANNUAL CLEARING

REPAIRING DEPARTMENT
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Store
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Banking Loan

Agencies Report
W. J.
ALBUQUERQUE, June U,
Mclnnes, who has been acting secretary of the Agricultural Loan Agency
of the War Finance corporation, was
recommended for the permanent position ' when committeemen of the
agency met at the loan agency office
in the Armijo building Saturday.
The recommendation was sent to
the board at Washington for approval
The committeemen also approved
$25,000 in applications for release
money. The rest of the business was
of a routine character, according to
J. B. .Hemdon, chairman of the
agency.
As the committeemen of the agency were in session in the morning the
directors of the New Mexico Loan
company were in session at the company's office on South Second street.
At the latter meeting $10,000 in applications for release money was approved.

Gregory Page of Gallup, chairman
of the loan company, and W. R. Mor-le- y
of Silver City, a director, said
Saturday that the cattle conditions
in the state were as good as could
be expected.
They report that the

jillo of Hanover, near Fort Bayard,
according to word received Dy f ederal Prohibition Director D. W. Snyder Saturday.
Trujillo was arrested and arraigned before United States CommissionFor Those Who Worship.
er Don W. Lusk at Silver City and
At Gallup Churches
held , for the ' federal court under
$1,000 bond. He pleaded guilty. The
dugout .was reached through a trap
METHODIST CHURCH
door of the house.'
John Witt 'Hemdrix, Pastor
in
were
assisted
Prohibition agents
the arrest by Deputy Sheriff John St.
John of Fort Bayard.
CHURCH OF THE HOLY
Director Snyder also learned SatSPIRIT
urday of the arrest of William Clea-lan- d
at Raton and the seizure there
Socorro.
Rev. A. J. G. Dowie
Clealand
The directors of the loan company of a quantity of whisky
who met here were: Gregory Page, was placed under $2,000 bond when
Third Sunday After Trinity
arraigned before CommissionGallup, John W. Poe, Roswell; W. D. he was Haner
8 A. M. Holy Communion.
not
and
er
pleaded
guilty.
Ray
Murray, Silver City; C. G. Mardorf,
9:45 A. M. Church School.
Agents were informed Saturday
Santa Fe, and C. E. Bigelow, H. V.
11 A. M. Morning Prayer.
be
under
tried
will
that he probably
Watsen and O. N. Marron of
11 A. M. Morning Prayer and Sera state charge. The agents were assisted in the arrest by Sheriff J. W. mon. Topic: "Magna Charta and its
Linwood and Deputy Stringfellow of Bearing on our Freedom.
o
D. W.
Raton.
The ladies of St. Agnes Guild will
June 16,
hold a food
Big
"The dealer made you pay more at The Candysale, Saturday,
Shop.
commentis
than this picture
worth,"
.
June 11. 80 ed tne artist. ,,m1 Know ny- - answereu
ALBUQUERQUE,
Mr. Cumrox. "I'm selling him a piece Complete
gallons of whisky and a
still were sized by federal prohibi- oc property, and I want to convey the
tion agents when they entered a impression that I am guileless and
County
dugout at the place of Miguel Tru- - easy." Washington Star.
Mrs. F. B. Mapel, superintendent of
McKinley county schools, furnishes
a complete list of eighth grade graduates, as follows:
Gallup Walter Kinpr, Walter Cornell, Beatrice Cox, Clarence Ervin,
Pat Lucero, Annie Mace, Roy Mitchell, Salvador Milan, Genevieve Mat.
tox, Angela Menini, Grace Picard,
Elbert Payne, Robert Wilson, Wm.
Wilson, Jennie Chiapetti, Elizabeth
Carman, Irene Christian, Frank
Otto Garrison, Mary Grosley,
John Macias, Joe Pecaric, Christina
Sedley, John Scoopriiire.
Thoreau Nettie
Pigman, Florence Smith, Geneva Burroughs,
Foster. Geo
rgia Elkins, Mamie Foster, Kenneth
New Mexico cattle grating in Old
Mexico are thriving and that conditions there are excellent.
Directors of both the agency and
reported that there have
company
been rains, in the southern parts of
the state of late and grass looks
greener. The western part of the
state is still rather dry, the officers
said. ,;
The committeemen of the agency
who were here were: J. B. Hemdon,
W, J. Mclnnes, Albert Simms of Al.
buquerque; E. A. Cahoon of Roswell,
Levi Hughes of Santa Fe; D. T. Honking, Las Vegas and Lee Baldwin,
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Canned Corn
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Butter

44c

7c
&c
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25 lb. Flour
5 lb. Lard

95c
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CASH and SERVICE
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List of
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NEXT DOOR

TO CARMAN'S GROCERY

SPECIAL PRICES
On Millinery,

and New Arrivals in Sports and White

Milans.

Sis-cle- y,

Beautiful Patterns to Select from in Black and Colors.
HEMSTITCHING

Lu-Ro-

Smith.
Allison

Ralph England, Fern

MAIL ORDERS

A.ND

PICOTING

GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

SUMMERS MILLINERY

n.

3

Howard
Robin Cousins,
Wirtz, Robert Langhurst, Byrl E.
Noble, Nancy Witt, Ramond Wilson.
Guam Ignacio Gallegos.
Cousins

FROM

U

in

3

Znni Rosalie Gonzales.
Arnold, George
Rehoboth Mary
Hood, David Holland.
Page Annie Basgal, Mary Balok,
Claude T. Smith, Jr.
Gibson N o r m a n Stock, Mary
J. D.
Mae Alice Delaney,
Thorne,
Irick, Tony Grenko, Irene Kerr, Bessie Bonnel, Ople Olive.
Raman Lucile Aul, Leslie Claw-so- n,
Frankie Clawson, Dauhne Lew"
is.

Wingate Harriet Jaraei,

FREE RAILROAD TRIPS
For everybody this summer for securing new three-- ,
month subscriptions to

(HfjelEl

Charles

Vickery.
As an evidence of the growth of
our schools, last year there were 49

o

keen
Tl tmiii. mntnp ia missinc
cheerful. So many people find their
entire cars missing. Hartford Times.

BETTER THAN

Open

LINIMENT

residents of Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and Mexico

OF ENARCO
THE JAPANESE OIL

ALL PERF0RMAMCES

Mother, for roar
rheumatism Dad,
(or your (trained
muscles
chest.

Quick.

in

Go

to your druroiat.
Get a bottle of
Enarco. the Japanese Oil.
Just
; drip a few drops
of this concentrated liquid on
and Ilka maffio
yon feel Iti comforting soothing relief.
The old standby In millions of homes for
47 years. A treasured went from Japan.
S7

NEW AND MODERN

Kiddies,

for the colds

24TH

subscriptions
subscriptions
subscriptions
subscriptions
subscriptions

to

SAY DOCTORS

UNTIL

35 new
44 new
95 new
50 new
42 new

These tripg are figured from El Paso City, but yon can select
Circulation
any place you wish to go to write T. J. Desmond,
for
information,
further
stating
Paso
the
El
Times,
Manager,
location you wish to vlist.

Gonzales.

GOOD FOR

faze ttfattffi

Trip to Loi Angeles,
Trip's to San Francisco
Trips to New York
Trips to Chicago
Trips to Mexico City

eighth grade graduates, while this
year there are 62.
It is noted that the highest aver- area lira a OA and flint thf student with
this highest average was the only
graudate of the &uni scnooi, nosa-li-e

'

32c
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lb. Beat Coffee
New Potatoes per lb.
Toilet Soap, per bar
1
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TIGHTS

15c

10c
48c
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Fresh Eggs
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Canned Peas
No. 1 Can Tomatoes

.
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1
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While nding on a train recently, William Wrigley, the
famous gum manufacturer, was approached by a man who ad
i
dressed him:
"Pardon me, Mr. Wrigley. but do you know you're wast
.

,

ing a lot ot money

i.

wrigley, always anxious to learn anything about his
business, asked In return, "How?"
.
"Why, In advertising!" the man reolied. "Your oroduct
is so wen Known you don't need to advertise!"
"My good man," Mr. Wrigley answered him. "do you
Know wnat would happen if we were to cut the engine off from
mis tram 7"
"The train would coast along a while and stop. I suppose."
"Exactly." replied Mr. Wriarlev. "and that's iust what mv
business would do if I cut off advertising. Advertisinr is the
engine mat furnishes the motive power for my business." ;
Mr.

Fisa

C-'.-

WRIGLEY'S CHEWING GUM

ILL

OF NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION

.
CSORGE A. BYUS,
.
-A. H. CARTER,
CLIFFORD M. CARTER, -

that J.
Valley Naws. Hr.
We note

Urn)..

Every Saturday Koratag, Bart Building, No. 310 Railroad Atmih
Rate: On Tear ia Advance
$2.00
m

1X3

EjnM TvimUi

la a

"Car Cm AiziLT
BSaBBaaasBBBHHiaBH

speech

M ti., C i

at JcLi:a.

other day A. C. Townlcy ml t
statement that farm IanJi ani
provements in America wtrt moi.
gttd foe 70 per cent of oir actrj
value. This is disputed ky statists
in the agricultural department
Washington, where the figures and
figures don't lie show that farm
mortgages total less than 13,000,000- -.
000, while the fair value of the agri
cultural lands and improvements in
this country give a reasonable total
of $67,000,000,000. If what Townley
tells the farmers were true, tne alt.
uation would indeed be discouraging,
but he has been woefully misinform,
ed, and seems to be trying to make
everybody unhappy by the broad dissemination of his matchless misinforLincoln (Neb.) Journal.
mation.

is

tie work! has so treat a revulsion
against militarism taken place as in
Japan.
When Mexico appropriates 40,000,-00- 0
pesos for education,- - 6,000,000
more than the entire amount allowed
for military purposes, we must admit that the finest evidences of dvi-- l
Usation are not aU this side the bor
der line. "
According to newsosner reports. J.
said to be a director of a
Urge motor vehicle company, states
that 72 per cent of all commercial
vehicles
in New
York are horse-draw25.8 per cent of the rest are
gas trucks; and only 1.5 per cent are
C. Boyer.

n;

tt

History tells the story of the world's progress. Countries
Lord Robert Cecil, upon being a
that have choked individuality by too much government
warded a degree at Princeton, waa
electric.
e
called a "prince of peace." seems
trol are the countries that have shown the lowest degree of
cutting in on Bryan'a old stuff.
When our Navr Denartment can
progress. Government control does not encourage nor stimu
be charged with withholding; infor- New Castle (Ind.) Courier. ;
late progress, but does throttle progress by stifling individual
mation relative to the British Naw
effort. Had the founders of the government of the United
which, had it been given, would have
lines
socialistic
States of America adopted a constitution along
stopped an appropriation by
of 18,500,000 for the Departit is very likely that the orginal Thirteen States would still be
ment, we seemvto be left to impute
all of the United States. The very fact that our government
but one motive ior the significant
has' ever encouraged individual effort is the cause of this counJ. WIGHT GIDDLNGS ASKS
silence.
;
try becoming one of the greatest on earth and in such a short
A
200
not
time
great sten forward toward end.
years old.
yet
j
J. Wight Giddings. writing in the Taos Valley News, asks:
ing entirely the performing animal
The Democratic party has ever been the party to foster
"Will eome one tell us if J. G. Geary, who has been nrom- - business
in Great Britain has been
socilaistic ideas government control. The next presidential ment in democratic state affairs, is the same J. G. Clearv who
taken by the law Just oassed bv Par
the
will
on
have
one
side
and .the was
Republican party
campaign
irom Jtsiabee, Arizona, for being a member of the liament regarding the whole train
Democratic party on the other. There are many Democrats I. W.aeportea
W.. and afterward driven out of Deming for the same ing ana exhibition 0f animals. All
who are advocating government control of the railroads and reason? We do wish that some one who knows would tell if trainers must register, keen places
inspection, no crueltv oer- who want W. G. MacAdoo for their candidate for president this J. G. Cleary and the I. W. W. J. G. Clearv are one and the open to ana
no performances at all
mined,
The billions of dollars spent for MacAdoo to control the rail same individual? Since Cleary seems to have become the Fidus of chimpaniees
and no
roads during a war period has not taught the Democrats one Achates of Governor Hinkle it would be interesting to know if apes, in ttus England isanthropoid
about
single lesson they want MacAdoo to spend more billions in New Mexico a uovernor is the friend and backer of a leading thousand miles ahead of us.
,
another experiment.
i. w. w. An unicial who Knew of the deportation of one J. The new law of Holland relative
If our government was given control of the railroads it G. Cleary from Deming, sized him up in Santa
Fe a short time to the slaughtering of animals com
would be safe to bet that not one mile of railroads would be ago and his remark was "If this is not the same Cleary who pels humane
stunning, not only in
built for the first 25 years, and very likely not one mile of new was sent from Deming it is his twin brother." This is the an private, but in all public abattoirs.
By the law it is forbidden to attempt
railroads would be built for the next 50 years. It is also safe
as it appears at the present time. Can somebody straighten to
stun by "a blow noon the head.
to say that the rolling stock and equipment would run down to gle
it out?"
or oenina tne ears, to begin dressing
such an extent that the American railroads would become the
before the "body is completely in
sorriest on the globe, whereas now we are proud to say that
ert,' to "hang up before stunning."
LISTEN
HOWL
THE
AT
Tne stunning must always be "by
American rialroads are the finest and best managed on the
means oi devices with which in some
globe.
The Albuquerque Herald, which supported Hinkle in his mechanical way the brain is desHad MacAdoo did the right thing by our government
troyed." Exception is made where
when he was in charge of railroads there would have been race for Governor on the Democratic ticket, notes that:
Hebrews slaughter.
"The Roswell Daily Record, a democratic newspaper,
no billions shortage in the operating and equipment expenses.
And had he put employees on the same wage scale as all sold- states what is probably the view of a major portion of the pub- - The London Times, with much viFOR SALE BY
gor, is calling atention to what it
iers during the war period there would be no advocating of he as" to the Zinn lease incident, in the following :
calls the grossly inadequate senten
WHITE GARAGE
'Democratic Leader Zinn is going to win out in hi3 state ces
government control now. Soldier boys went to war and beupon
imposed oy magistrates
lease
New
deal.
been
have
announced
land
the
by
regulations
sides experiencing all the hardships tha go with war their
those convicted for .cruelty to ani
One editorial concludes, "It is
wages were around $30 per month. Yet war time employees state land department, which puts an o. k. on the Zinn lease, mals. time
of MacAdoo's railroads had their wages increased and work- which was formerly made contrary to the rules and regula- high snouidthat the farce (of light
be ended, and the pun
lines)
ed on an eight hour a day basis. Had war time railroad em tions. Zinn is to be given right of way under the new regula- ishment
made to fit the crime." Manv
he
and
to
to
all has do hold his famous lease of 100,000 a cruel deed is the outcome of ignoployees been put on the same wages as were their brothers who tions
were actually on the battle ground, we would have never heard acres of state lands is to do over what he has already done. rance. There let mercy temper
one word in favor of government control of railroads after the No one is the loser by this'deal except the people of the state judgment, waien the cruelty is deliberate, then let the punishment fit
of New Mexico. No one is the gainer except Zinn.
war this is the whole story.
the crime.
. '"Evidently the state land
to
is
be
run
the
by
Individual capital backed by individual effort and energy
department
and protected by the principles of the Republican party is why democratic party along the same lines of which they accused "SOULS FOR SALE"
COMING TO STRAND
America can boast of the most efficient railroads on earth, and the republican tarty of running it "
this fact is also the reason why America has been able to proThe management of the Strand
GAME TO THE LAST
gress beyond the dreams of all mankind.
theatre makes announcement that it
to-b-

-

Con-gra-

ss

.

Mir

.

has booked "Souls for Sale," and this

picture will be shown at the Strand
eauor was aymg, Dut wnen tne doctor bent over, at
an
IRRESPECTIVE OF PERSONS
date. The management
on
ear
nis
his
breast
and
"Poor
man!
Circulation has alsoearly
said,
piacea
announced that anybody who
almost gone!" the dying editor shouted: "You're a liar! We names ten movie stars and none of
the ten so named not seen in this
It appears that the Albuquerque Herald is the only State have the largest circulation in the country!"
great picture will begiven two addaily paper that is lending editorial support to the enforcement
mission tickets free.
WILL IT EVER?
of the Volstead Act. That paper, as a daily, and The Gallup
Gaurding against cheaD merchandise
"Souls for Sale," the
Herald, as a weekly, are contending for the enforcement of the of foreign countries has made the United States of America one
Hughes film coming to the
provisions of the Federal Constitution. If the Volstead Act of the wealthiest countries on the globe. This has been done Strand theatre, proves beyond all
question that
Hughis bad it should be repealed and it can not be repealed by acts by the protective tariff policy of the Republican party. This es
is
growing in screen know
of violation, but by due process of suffrage. The Albuquer- same protective tariff policy is responsible for wages being ledge daily
and technical fmesee.
If he
que Herald notes that the State of New Mexico is able to make higher in this land than in any other country on the globe. Will wishes to pursue his directorial ca
a good showing in the way of enforcing the Volstead Act, but free trade ever come? If so, then wages in this country will reer there is no reason why he sholuld
have to take the dust of anvone in
could make a better showing if all local officials were in sym- level with wages of the globe. Will this ever be?
tne Dusiness; lor he shows the signs
with
of
laws.
enforcement
all
the
pathy
of the
Also he ,konws
An

'

Goldwyn-Ru-pe-

Author-Direct-

tral-blaze-

has been noted by Federal authorities that McKinley
county is able to show a good record for law enforcement, and
that this record is due to the fact that our sheriff's department
has been aggressive in the matter of enforcing our laws.
Federal, State and county officials can accomplish more
in the way of law enforcement only where the newspapers are
lending support and advocating for law enforcement irrespec
'
tive of persons.
The practice of allowing our laws to be enforced against
some and let some go only adds contempt for all laws. No one
should be allowed to violate our laws without proper prosecu
tion. If a man is a cripple does not grant him a license to make
moonshine liauor. nor give him a right to bootleg. If a man is
a foreigner, or an idiot, or a law breaker from choice, or just
an ordinary kind of a cuss, or a banker, merchant, lawyer, gam
bier, mechanic, farmer, or what not, does not immunize him
or them from obeying our laws.
For a man to plead that he is a cripple and with a family
to support does not prove that he had to bootleg for a living
before the Volstead Act became a part oi our reaerai constichickens a legal and honorable
tution. A cripple can raise
'
i
TT
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Hugo a (iiunmuic uuou.
country.
Enforce, the laws irrespective of persons.
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RESERVOIR : A reservoir is of no use unless we have
water to put in it. That Gallup needs a big reservoir for water,
no one denies. West of Gallup there is a proven artesian belt.
In the vicinity of that artesian belt there are reservoir sites.
With artesian water and a natural reservoir site, Gallup would
have sufficient water for all time to come. It would be economy to build for the future. But, in the mean time, it may be
perfectly ecnomoical to build a reservoir for pump wells, and
if that scheme fails we can assess our property owners for more

money, and build another reservoir.

.
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how to tell a story in the film language and still keep its characters
ordinary human beings and its events
such as our reason permits us to ac
cept as truthful transcripts of real
life. "Souls for Sale" is such a film
fine in understanding, real in its
applications, vividly dramatic and
spectacular where the spectacular
adds to. the intrinsic worth of the
film.
Ihe cast is notable for the num
ber of popular players which it in
cludes.
The six principal roles are
ably acted by Eleanor Boardman, the
screen newcomer who made such a
deep impression on the public in "The
htrangers' Banquet" and "Vanity
Fair:" Mae Busch. recently seen as
the heroine of "The Christian:" Bar
bara La Marr who has advanced with

-

rapid strides to her present position
of film eminence: Frank Mayo, one
of the most widely known of screen
stars; Richard Dix, the John Storm
of "The Christian;" and Lew Cody,
tne screen's most charming viilian
There are more than a score of other
well known players inthe cast. The
photography is excellent and the entire film one that cannot be praised
to highly for its entertainment and
its technical qualities.
o
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The recent attack on the administration for "what appears to be government policy in attempting to deflate market values of staple farm
crops" turns out to be just anotner
instance of groundless criticism. The
Secretary of Agriculture makes it
plain that no such policy is being followed. The author of the criticism
that thus collapses would have been
set right if he had directed inquiry to
that department instead ot taking too
much for granted. But this seems to
be the way with too many critics
when the government is concerned.
Apparently they are willing to swallow anything that appears to invite
criticism and make their attacks before they ascertain whether or not
the administration is really open to
attack. Washington Post.

RADIO EXPERT.
.WE ARE SATISFIED: Since our last week's issue, givCARRIES
RECEIVING
in
success
to
SET
IN
officials
for
STRAW
our
the
HAT.
credit
Gallup
cleaning up
ing
"How do you do," says Nathan Flaishman,
and McKinley county of bootleggers, some have said that The
Philadelphia
lad, as he tips his hat and at the same time displays his unique new radio
such
its
share
credit.
of
deserves
The
Herald
Gallup set. The whole receiving set is contained in the straw
Gallup
kelly and with this,
Herald is satisfied with the progress. We are not after hog- an umbrella for an aerial, and a piece of wire trailing along
side him for a
he
counts.
Clean
bootout
about
strolls
ground,
the Quaker City, getting all the concerts by local
ging the credit. Results are what
and
suburban
stations wherever he goes. The set cost him 40
leggers and we will have a cleaner citizenship. The Herald cents and the broadcasting
coil, which consists of about 200 turns, tapped on every
will continue to advocate the enforcement of. lawsi Make peo- eleventh
turn, is hidden by the hatband.
There are eight turns on the primary and eight on the secondary of the
ple obey our laws and we make better citizens. Let the g6od
coil The leads from the taps are brought through the hat and connected to
work go on.
o
the switchpointa on top that are controlled by two switch blades for
tunning
Of the four binding posts, two are used for phone connectors
OPIUM FOR FAMINE VICTIMS
purposes.
KNOCKED OUT: The National Democratic organiza- and two for the aerial and
ground wires. The crystal detector was purtion had the wind knocked out of it by the announcement of chased for ten cents at a
A Russian newspaper reports that
store.
e
Flaishman has enly been in this country for two years, having come when Prince Dava, representative of
Senator Borah that he would not sponsor any third party movefrom Poland. He is in the seventh grade at school and has given frequent the Mongolian government, recently
ment. Borah's statement indicates that all differences now talks
on radio to his schoolmates. He has built several sets for himself arrived in Moscow he brought with
will
be settled before the next and during
existing among Republicans
his spare momenta builds seta for his friends besides work-in- g him as a gift for tha famine suffer
ers two chests of opium.
after school in bis father's store.
presidential campaign is on.
,
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Our Wagon at Your
Door Relieve Your
Worry
It means you are advanced beyond the old
fashioned description of
your home on wash day;
that you know how modern skill and invention
have made this necessary
evil no longer a burden.
Our work is quality work

GALLUP

STEAM

LAUNDRY
PHONE 166

Cqo!Listen
totfusMotherf
Yes, he's the bright one of the
house. He entertains the whole
family with radio music, newa,
lectures -- different every day.)
We helped him told him '
about the sets bearing the most
famous name in 'the radio
world and we can help you,
tool

-

'

:

C. N. COTTON

COMPANY
RADIO

DEPARTMENT
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(Herald Correspondence)

Mo. 18. R. A.

Navajo Chapter
m. special convocation, won in
M. M.-M. and M. E. M. Degrees.
4 Easter Star. Regular meet-

A large crowd of young
tended the annual June day picnic
which was held at Pasture Hollow.
A dance was given at Lambson's
hall June 1st. The music was furnished by Mrs. Nobel Rogers and Hu.
bert Merril.
Miss Hatie James of Wingate spent
the week-en- d
visiting Miss Ella Mer.

!'

Chapter. No. 18 R.
A. M.
Regular Convocation.
10 Shrine
Picnic.
Ft. Wlngste.
8

;g

goods

We Have in Stock a Very
Complete Line of

BASEBALL
AND

,:

s

TENNIS GOODS

Navajo

c3 ecti caesl
fweet la tie form

Tcp
with a bit of

Alt Masons, families and Friends Invited.
Bats Furnished. Advise D.
W. Boise, Phone 243, number in your
x
party.
Re11 Lebanon. Lodge No. 22.
gular communication.
15
Baldwyn Commandery No. 12.
Regular R. C. and K. M. Degrees.
16 Baldwyn
Spec,
Commandery,
ial, 7 P. M. Knight Templar De
grees;
'
18

Eastern Star.

Regular

It satisfies the
sweet tooCi cad
tlis Usesttex

and
Pleasure
benefit coisbfcied.

22 Lebanon Lodge No. 22. Special M. M. Degrees.
29 Lebanon Lodge No. 22.
Special M. M. and F. C. Degrees.
W. R. CREGAR,

Secretary.

ANNOUNCEMENT

L

G.

SHMLEI
Furniture

Hardware

Announcement has been made of
the coming marriage of Frank WiL
liam Brittain and Miss Etta May
Frost, Sunday, June 24, at the home
of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs
Simeon Frost of this city. The ceremony will be by Rev. John W.
pastor of the First Methodist
church. The wedding march will be
Miss Eva Ellen Sabin.. Miss
Slaved by
Cousins
of Holbrook will
attend the wedidng. Announcement
is also made that the bride and groom
will be at home in Gallup after July
Hen-dri-

15.
o
DR.

WILLSON WILL ATTEND

AMERICAN

mnosoam i

to a lot of

folks in this
TOVN.NOT

MENTIONING
ANY

NAMES

MEDICAL

Interesting Visit
To Kirk't Store

x,

.

SOCIETY

the first
Approaching
thing that attracts your notice is:
"Honest Indian Trader." Then the
visitor finds much to be interested in.
It is said that while Mike Kirk is a
mixer and puts in most of his time
cultivating the friendship of the Navajo s and others who are so happy as
to visit his store that Mrl. Kirk is
the business and money maker for
the store. Aside from doing a big
business with Indians and ranchmen,
entertaining tourists and travelers,
if you are so fortunate as to be invited in, you will find a very attractive collection of rare Navajo rugs
and blankets and some valuable hand
paintings. ' Amone the naintinars are
some by the hand of uneducated Na- vajos, and these are remarkable for
originality and art. Other paintings
are by the adopted son of Mrs. W. R.
Hearst
paintings represent
scenes of the immediate vicinity. The
collection is very much prized by Mr.
and Mrs. Kirk.
Manuelito

Ramos asked that some
one take her place at the Danof f
Bros, store last Saturday, that she
wanted to attend a picnic. Her leave
of absence being graciously granted
by her accomodating employers, she
found that it would be convenient to
elope with Joe Gonzales and go to
Hobrook, and they did. They were
married in that city and returned to
Gallup to make their home. And so
it goes, it was ever thus from the
earliest times of the human family,
Miss Lala is a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Ramos and Joe Gonzales
is a member of one of our good lam
ilies. Congratulations.
' Miss Lala

o

WOMAN'S

CLUB PICNIC

The Gallup Woman's Club picnic
will be given June 20. The committee
request that all come and bring well
filled baskets and be prepared to enjoy a good time. Those who have
cars will please come prepared to take
care of those who have no cars. The
members will meet at City Club at
10 A. M., and from there will go to
the picnic grounds.

the dance Friday evening. '
Mrs. Karl Krippendorz and her
mother of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Mr.
Oliver of Gallup, stopped at Ramah
enroute to Inscriotion Rock. From
there they went to Zuni and Hawiku.
They were extremely interested in the
rock and while examing the ruins on
top they found many unique pieces
of pottery and small beads which
they are taking home with them to
interest other people in the historic
wonder and beauty of the rock.
Mr. Adair of Mesa, Arizona, is vis
iting his sister Miss Fuller.
The Ramah Bee Hive Girls gave the
following plays June 8th, in the old
church house, "The Sewing Circle,"
"Love's Labor is not Always Lost,"
"Little Family Problems." Miss Net
lie Bloomfield and Tommie Fallon also took part.
Several days of work had to be
spent on the flume in back of Hank
Clauson's place which gave way
Tuesday causing a large stream of
water to escape and flood the street.
Ed Nielson has purchased a new
Ford car.
Mrs. Fallon. Evelon Cherry, lua
Hamblin, Lula McDaniels, Lude Clau
son and Zora Fallon went in a wa
gon from here to attend the dance
at McGaffey Saturday night.
The Bee Hive Girls have gone to
Bluewater to enjoy a week's visit
there.
Mr. and Mrs. D. I. Prugh of Dayton, Ohio, are visiting E. v0gt.
The following people have been the
recent visitors to El Morro National
.

Dr. H. G. Willson left Wednesday
night to visit his son, Jim Willson,
at the Palo Alto Military Academy at
Palo Alto. Cal. After which he will
attend the American Medical Society
meeting at San Francisco. Dr. Will'
son will return to Gallup June 28. Dr.
Willson will accompany his old war
time friend. Dr. Harold May, from
Los Angeles to the convention, i
o
F.vnn 7.. and C W. Vofft were in
town Monday to meet Mr. and Mrs.
D. I. Prugh who arrived that day
from Dayton, Ohio, for a visit with
CLOSE CALL
the Vogts at the ranch near Kamah.
Mrs. Prugh is a sister of Evon Z. and
C. W. Vogt. Mr. Prugh is an attorIt is something to remark about Monument:
how the Gallup school board figney of Dayton, Ohio.
Miss Ida Burford and Miss Sallie
exured their budget for 1921-2- 2
of Marshfield, Montana. Mr.
Burford
were
The following people
regis- penses.
Mr. Yersin informs us that and Mrs. N. H. Doublek, Alma Sophie
tered at the Savoy hotel in Albuquer- the budget called for approximately and Ted Doublek,
Bay City, Texas;
que Tuesday: Mrs. Roy L. White, J. $60,000, and when the budget year Mrs. F. P. Washburn of Chicago, III,
T. Stuart, J. C. Boatright, J. E. Mur-ph- y was up the treasurer reported only
Thni from Gallun were Alex K.
and W. F. Bradley. At the Al. $1.35 on hand. This, we must say, Brown, R.
Smith, J., Mrs. A. ft.,
varado: Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Denny was a close call, and reflects credit Brown, James
Brown, Mrs. R. Smith,
and Mrs. G. H. D. Lyon.
to the ability of the budget commit, Mr. and Mrs. N.
C. Apple ana lam
tee.
Ros-cily,u Vernon Kahn, Mr. and Mrs.
,
C. G. Duke, well known to many of
o
Mr. and
Mr.
V.
Rogers,
Rogers,
our people, has returned and will loFrank' McDermott, district man Mrs. Lawrence C. Clauson, W. W,
cate here again, or in one of the. towns
for the Overland and Willys-Knig- Clauson, Velma Crockett, Flora Croin the San Juan Basin. Mr. Duke ager
cars, was here from Albu ckett, Porter Brock, G. W. Elliot,
the
Oklahoma
for
has been living in
this week and registered at Gladvs Stoons. Gean Taylor, R. E
querque
last several years.
the Chas. Iehl agency.
Andrews, E. E. Jones.

.All

MARRIED

tor

Albuquerque passed away Tuesday
night. Mrs. Moore left for Albuquerque Wednisday morning. Mrs, Dod
son has been in bad health for some.

time.
Miss Elva Byrne was in Albuauer
Mist Bloomfield of Bluewater who que a few days visiting' friends and
has been visiting her cousin for sev. relatives.
eral weeks will return to her home
Little Maxine and Maxwell Jones
were in Albuquerque visiting their
this week.
Mrs. Gean Lambson and her two grandmother.
Mr. George D. Merivin of Lansing,
children of Thoreau spent two days
this week wttn her mother, Mrs mien., is visiting .tne Byrnes this
Hank Clauson.
week and sight seeing around the
'
Mr. and Mrs. Claud T. Smith hav- country.
have
Mr. Ben Harvey motored to Gal
ing finished teaching at Page,
come to spend the summer months on lup Wednesday.
their homestead five miles from here.
Mrs. J. H. Ferris is in town this
Mrs. Lawrence Clauson of Me. week visiting. She met her daughter,
week-en- d
with, her miss Margie Mcuimory, wno has
Gaffey spent the
been in Albuquerque attendnig school.
motner.
Ben Lewis of McGaffey attended
o
r

cf WEIGLETO.

meet-

Mr. Ed Junker was a business vis.
in lialiup Wednesday.
Mrs. E. J. Moore received word
that her sister Mrs. Minnie Dodson of
I

ril.

ing.

, '.,

(Herald Correspondence)
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JUDGE FRANK W. PARKER
SUES CARL MAGEE
LAS VEGAS, N. M., June 12. The
San Miguel county grand jury late
Monday returned an indictment con
taining three .counts charging cri
minal libel against Carl C. Magee.
editor of the New Mexico Tribue,
published at Albuquerque. Two of the
counts are based on article! published
by Magee, one in the now defunct
Magee's Independent, March 6, in
which it was alleged that J. H. Wagner, president of the New Mexico
Normal University of this city was
short in his aaounts while state sup
of public
erintendent
instruction;
and the other in the New Mexico
State. Tribune. June 8, attacking Mr.
Wagner's character. These published
statements, the indictment alleges
were criminally libelous. '
The third count is based on an art
icle published in the Tribune, June 8,
which, it is alleged, reflected upon
the official character of Judge Frank
W Parker of the Sunreme Court. The
story referred to in this count related
to Jose D. Sena, clerk of the Supreme court and his notion in depositing court funds in a Santa Fe bank
which subsequently failed.
Mr. Magee arrived here tonight. He
was released on his own recognizance
to apear in court at 9 o'clock Wednesday mornnig.
.

'

Dr. Fred J. Wadford. Chiropractor,
Rooms 6 and 7, Page Building.
-tf

:

Mutual Life Insurance, see
Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second
Street. Phone 248.
tf
For

o'

Lillian Wilson and Irick
entertained the Bee Hive society at
Gamerco Wednesday afternoon.
Mesdames

WE SELL

Albert Hegy, expert well driller, is

in St. Mary hospital.

QUALITY GROCERIES

pieces and we will make a new
one for you. This service will
only take a short time and in
this way you are certain of a
lens that will be exactly like the
one that hat been broken. '
A short time ago a man
walked into our office and said
that he had dropped his glaseee
on the. street and wanted to
know if we could duplicate the
lane.-

We were not only able to render him this service, but through
our excellent facilities we were)
able to give to give him the new
lens within an hour.
And this service Is at your
disposal
,

.

PARKE SELLARD
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
Peat Office Building
New Mexico
Gallup,
,
At Same Stand for Past Five
Yean

Mrs. Chas. Heppner left yesterday
for a visit with her son, Charlie Heppner, at San Diego, Cal. Mrs. Heppner will visit other California points
before returning to Gallup.
"A woman who does not love is not
alive.
"Prodical Daughters, at
the Rex Sunday and Monday.
The Woman's Club of Gallup will
give a bake sale at Jenkins' Drug
Store, June 23.

o

Benjamin and Gilber Lopez, sons
of Mrs. Mary Lopez, and grand children of Judge Alfred Ruiz, are spend
If you pass by the Shanklin hard- ing their vacation after school with
ware vou will stoo long enough to their grandfather, Benjamin Lopes
see one of the finest dressed windows Sr., of Concho, Arizona.
you ever saw, and this is putting it
Lon Chaney, the "frog" of the "The
strong. O. F. Peck, the artist, has
pulled down prizes in competition Miracle Man," made an aqoifjrabl
with window dressers of national thief in Hope Hampton's "The Light
Teputation, Mr. Peck himself being- in the Dark," the vivid First Nationone among tne "national reputation
al attraction at the Rex Theatre next
bunch,
Tuesday and Wednesday.
' SOME

WINDOW

For Insurance of all kinds, see
For Fire Insurance see Charles W.
Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second Davis, 109 South Second St Phone
Street. Phone 248.
tf 248,

o

ONE MORE STILL

The

sheriff's

department

has

rounded up another moonshine still.
This still has been daubed "Ihe Mo
gan Still." It was found in a hogan,
near the Reservation line, about 15
Several
miles northwest of Gallup.
were interested, three of
persons
whom were arrested. Sam Hall, Lou
Larue and B. B. Sceuchey were plac
ed in jail' on charge of manufacturing
intoxicating liquor. One hundred and
twenty-fiv- e
gallons of mash was de- The
stoyed. The still is one of the crud- please all
est and ugliest we have seen. The
officers found a number of empty
sacks in the hogan showing that considerable sugar and grits had been
used. Sheriff Myers trailed the men
whom he arrested by tracking them,
In this he was assisted by an Indian.
Deputies Jennings and roe were look
ing over one. section while Sheriff
Myers and the Indian searcehd an
other section. When the sheriff ran
onto the fellows they were carrying
rifles, and when asued
by the sheriff why they were so well
armed they replied that they were
looking for rabbits. Sheriff Myers
said it looked more like an "open
season on the sheriff than for
hieh-now-

J
mid-wee-

ICE CREAM
FOR THE SAME MONEY?

The three men arrested were be
fore Judge P. P. Martinez at the time
The Gallup Herald went to press.
Results of the trial in our next is
sue.

WE HAVE

The Sanitary Committee of the
Woman's Club will meet at the Chamber of Commerce rooms next Monday
Mrs. Gus Rodka is now with the afternoon at 3 o'clock.
o
sales force of The Style Shop.
Mrs. J. R. Willis, accompanied by
For Aijto Insurance see Charles Miss Margaret Estes and little R. G.
W. Davis, 109 South Second Street. Webb Jr., went to the Grand Canon
Phone 248.
tf this week. The party was met at
Williams, Arizona, by Mr. Willis, who
was enroute home from his business
ANNOUNCEMENT
trip to Phoenix.
The Gallup Woman's Club an- Dr. Fred J. .Wadford, Chiropractor,
nounce a bake sale for Jane 23 at
Rooms 6 and 4, Page Building. -tf
Jenkins' Drug Store.

F.

W.

THE CANDY SHOP
SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM"

No Argument

About It
If You

Brittain was in Arizona on

business during

SERVICE GROCERY

J

TAKONY, Prop.
..4

IT--

FOURTH OF JULY SCENE

ht

Fresh Shipment Every Day

attraction at the Rex Theatre, and a picture that will
and Wednesday.

er

,

Vegetables

.it- -

WHY NOT BUY THE BEST

-tf

Fruits, Berries and

k

Tuesday

Louis Sabin was in from Fort De
Her photograph in fireworks!
That's one of the spectacular effects
fiance Wednesday.
to be seen in "Prodigal Daughters,"
Sam Wood production starring
Dr. Fred J. Wadford, Chiropractor,
Gloria Swanson in the role of "Swift- Rooms 6 and 7, Page Building.
ie" Forbes, a modern girl with a
Born to Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Hood strong will and a determination to
a baby boy, June 13. The little fel- live her own life, which will be on
low weighed 8 pounds. Mr. and Mrs. view at the Rex theatre next Sunday
'
and Monday.
Hood live at Gamerco.
In a big Fourth of July celebration
The Chas. Iehl agency report the at a. country home in Long Island
sale of a new Overland coupe to Mr. where much of the action transpires,
a set piece shows a girl outlined in
and Mrs. B. F. Wamsley.
fire and beneath It the name,
William Dyer is now salesman for "Swiftie," will be lined against the
Overthe Chas. Iehl agency for Nash,
night sky. The scenes were made in
cars.
land and Willys-KnigCalifornia on an estate which exactly
duplicates Long Island's magnificent
For Health and Accident Insurance country homes.
see Charles W. Davis, V)9 South SecSANITARY COMMITTEE
ond Street. Phone 248
tf

We Guarantee Every Article That Leaves Our Store

Y.

Just as soon as, you break a
a few of the broken

lens send us

ht

Born to Mr. and Mrs. George Hight,
a baby boy, June 4, and George says:
Sam E. Cantrell is here from Pen,
lbs. too."
"He weighed 7
nsylvania to visit his brothers, , Dr.
W. B. Cantrell and Homer Contrell
Mrs. Juan A. Garcia Jr. and child
with
visit
a
after
home
ren are
again
Jas. A. Miller, advertising mana
Mrs. Garcia's husband at Jerome,
of the Gallup Penney store, has
ger
Arizona.
from his summer vacation,
returned
at
needs
the
Bargain
Buy your
home by Mrs.
was
He
accompanied
the
with
Store and save money.
Teddv Selie. formerly
Miller.
week
Kahn stores, was in Gallup this
NOTICE
calling on the trade. Mr. Selig is
Phil Naeiller renews his subscrip
now witn tne lancmnau
woinmg tion. Mr. Nagiller says that the last
To tne Public: It having appeared House.
few warm days has started vegeta
that merchandise has been charged
tion growing on the Zuni mountain
BROWNS
members
of
me
by
my family,
against
section.
such
and that
charges being erroneous,
Rnnrfav the Galluu Browns met the
as members of my family disclaim
Quality high, price low, satisfac
at Gamerco ball tion
having bought such merchandise, I Gamerco Yannigans resulted
7
guaranteed at the Bargain
to
in
9
the
and
game
serve this notice that on and after park
Store.
a
This
was
of
the
Browns.
in
favor
this date no merchant or business person is authorized to charge anything peppery, game and furnished some
Miss Katherine D. Brown will at
to tne crowds .
against my name, or against any real sport
tend the Univerysity at Flagstaff and
.
o
member of my family, unless such
Remember the Bargain Store when will be there for six weeks.
charges show the name of the member eroinir
to buv dry goods or shoes.
of my family to whom the goods were
from
order
written
without
a
CHERRIES FOR SALE
sold, or
'
me.
Mrs.
received
that
has
been
Word
PETE CAMBONI,
Montmorency and other good kinds,
Elizabeth, Miller and little son, 'Gov- $2.00 per twenty pound box, deliver,
Proprietor of the Handy Store,
Io
at
O.
K.
arrived
Walnut,
212 Hill Ave. ernor,
ed at Gallup, parcel post. S. F. Glass,
wa.
Gallup, N. M., May 24, 1923.
Farmington, New Mexico.

L

BROKEN LENSES

the

week.

EAT AT

THE WHITE CAFE
SATISFIES
'

.

Merchants Lunch or Supper, S3 Casta

'

TfZO WANTS A CC3?.

Rose is a perfectly good - female
dog. She is in Gallup, but not of her
choice. Some time ago the sheriffs
RLED
FC2 TEX GALLUP KSXALD
office took in one John Stephenson
who had appropriated a car at some
meter would be of sufficient sise to place in California, and with his dog
From manufacturing eloudi over retain this enomous current and that Kose, finally landed in Gallup and in Judge, Sitting
Master, Ap.
miniature village, artificial lifht-f- j transmission towers 160 feet high the McKlnley county jail. Stephen
Confirms
Position
and
proves
of 2,0,000 volU wu produced with wires SO feet apart would be son, after due trial before the court,
was sent to the state penitentiary,
V. Dittsmore.
.
: of
tae high voltage engineering lab. necessary to carry the current
TVmnlta lha fart that HirMincr tra For some reason, probata an over.
's
oratory of the General Electric
vel at the velocity of light, 186,000 sight, the court didnt order that Rose
After over four years
plant at Pittafield, Mass. The mues
ll accompany tier master to the pen, of Boston, Mass.
per second, engineers si tne
pre.
litigation in the Christian Science
iaat waa aaid to surpass anyh volt-atjthis
Rose
reason
and
finds
her
able
to
for
been
have
Pittafield plant
Church,
accomplishments in hif
Judge Dodge of
...11M f Vim .Viana r4 4ha fin ah and self lonely and pining for her mas Boston, sitting as Master
undr apWhile
ter.
was
in
to
was
Stepheson
jail
It ii
.
Lighting fluked from the make, determine its pressure.
of the Supreme Judicial
ox inese Rose would leave him only for short pointment
a
reacn
better
the
unaersiananig
village
clouds, atrikng
minatnre villam periods. She appeared to take it up Court of Massachusetts, has Died his
canrch atoeple, the country store and itmhlama tkat
were designed. on herself to look after her master Una! report on the evidence. The.
artificial
sound
and
lighting,
The
once.
oeasionaJly both at
ox me nign while he was in jail Ever since plaintlh. John V. DIttemore, the senior
W.
in
some
cnarge
reex,
jr.,
g the thunder waa realistic. la
Stephenson went to the pen Kose has Director of the Church, whoso service
even rain was produced. The voltage research issued a statement
demon- made daily visits to the jail and never antedates the decease of Mrs. Mary
Uttsfield laboratory said to be the explaining the purpose of the
leaves till she has been given per Baker Eddy, and who his associates
stration.
V
Mat powerful in the world, has
ner mas
early as 1910 in anticipation of mission to searcti tne jail lor and
sought to remove from office, seems
aaered in the development of power 09ft"As
AAA
beg. to have been
tranamiKnion action a ter, coming back every day
vnlf
.
of
construction
since
the
completely Justified in his
"
traasaiaaion
Some
master.
that
her
for
and
say
ging
waa constructed
contentions that undesirable and untfca first 18,000 volt lines was sup. 5,000 volt line
lesves
the
when
that
Stephenson
pen
tested," he said. "After more than
rvised here in 1891.
transmission he will come straight to Gallup and wholesome conditions have existed la
Transformers of a standard - de 11 years, 220,000andvolt
in
his
claim
for
dog. In the lbs administration of the church gov
is in practice in put
step has been realized
mean time kind friends are caring ernment
sign, built here, were naeo 10 volts
of
Transmission
voltages
California.
of about 2,000
for Rose and making her feel as much
Judge Dodge finds from the evidence,
up" a currenttimes.
In the million 1,000,000 volts were invesngawa in at home as it
ne thousand
is possible under the which includes testimony by the mathis
in
laboratory
mil.
miles
volt tranaf ormer more thanwas100wound
jority Directors themselves, that Mr,
and today we have achieved power sad. circumstances. .
of wire was used. This
DIttemore'. dismissal was for the pur
ful
js,uwi,ww.
volt
voltages
enormous
lighting
wsy that
la such
never be Two Chinese girls are studying pose of doing away with opposition Jo
volte
million
may
"A
said,
gas were produced, experts
nr ttnwar transmission but banking methods in
United the wishes of the majority aid also
without the turn of a wheel
we will be prepar- States. We are interested in knowing becsuse Mr. DIttemore had sought to
The laboratory in which the tests if the time comes
tests today have Bhown us whether they are more favorably im establish a standard of propriety and
were conducted is a large brick build? ed. ' Our
characteristics of electricity at pressed with the pinninr-to-t- o
the
conduct higher than desired by his asto
any
with
steel
prevent
lined
tag
we are able camisole or the stocking method.
sociates. It Is also found that a prin
diatrubances from reselling outside such high voltages and
to determine the sise of the cable, the Arkansas Gazette.
cipal reason for the hostility to Mr,
and causing possible damage to the
of
method
the
DIttemore was because of his rebuke
In these tests, it was de- height of towers, liffhtinir
factory.
artifiand
s,
The police seem able to see only the to his associates on numerous' occs
termined, according to the
when
the
"Sin" in Upton Sinclair. Greenville sious when offensive
that a tubular transmission cials which will be required
language was
'
Piedmont.
cable six and one half inces in dia day Comes."
used and offensive Jests made at meet
Ings of the governing body of the
church. Judge Dodge holds that Mr,
DIttemore Is still legally a Director
and that the effort to remove him and
appoint a successor more sympathetic
'
with the polici' of the board Is legally
null and void.
In regHrd to the Illegality of Mr,
Dittemore'8 dismissal, Jud,ge Dodge
says tlmt no Director could fairly be
I
supposed to have accepted his posl
tlon upon the understanding that he
was subject to Instant, arbitrary dis
missal whenever a majority of bis as
The
sociates might find It expedient.
Master finds that the vote attempting
to dismiss Mr. DIttemore "was only the
formal adoption of a conclusion previ
i
ously, agreed on outside the meeting"
and. that It was for bis associates, then
accusing him and at the same time proposing to also act as his Judges, to
afford him "such opportunity to ' be x
heard In his own defense upon the
I 1
charges made as would satisfy the re
quirements of natural justice." He also
finds that the complaints against Mr.
DIttemore were not founded upon first !
hand knowledge and "were Inadequate
ground for any but a purely arbitrary
dismissal." The Judge also finds that
there was never any question as to Mr.
Dlttemore's sincerity In maintaining his
'
fc.
,
position and that nothing said or done
by him In maintaining his opinions
could have constituted adequate ground
for dismissing! him, "unless the major
THREE U. S. AMBASSADORS RETURN FROM EUROPE ON SAME SHIP. Photographed on the S. S. George
power to dismiss could lawfully
ity's
naaouiKwn, aa n, arrived in ixew iorK text 10 ngnt: tjyrus E. Woods, U. S. Ambassador to Spain: Col, have been used by It for the sole puronmon
a.
u.
Ambassador to ureat Britain; and Alanson is, Houghton, U. S. Am, pose of stifling any opposition In the
ueorge
mcienan narvey,
vmssuuur vo uermuny.
Board to their wishes.
The Master declares that Direc
tors Dlckoy, Neal, Merrltt and Rath-voC
were animated by personal hostility toward Mr. DIttemore and that
they had long planned among themselves to get rid of him. One of the
occasions when bad feeling was engendered was when DIttemore refused to
Join Dickey, Neal, and Merrltt in attending a play in New York which
The Crude Rubber Monopoly weakened
DIttemore considered objectionable and
when it came into contact with aroused pubwhich had as the leading player a
lic sentiment. The press of the country
person of notorious reputstlon. On
this occasion Director Merrltt testified
reflects
determination
of
the
the
today
he urged DIttemore to accompany
that
American Motorist that tire prices shall
them and said: "Come on with us.
Tou are not so much better than the
stay at a reasonable level and that America
rest of us."
must produce its own rubber.
Judge Dodge also finds from the evi
dence that "There were occasions in
1917, 1018 snd 1019 upon which, at
meetings of the Directors, the plaintiff
(DIttemore) expressed disapproval of
utterances by Dickey of a kind toler
able only when men only, and men not
disposed to be scrupulous In such mat
ters, are the hearers thereby arousing resentment on Dickey's part, and
sometimes on the part of Merrltt and
Kathvon.
The testimony regarding
eight or nine such lustances was taken
by Judge Dodge In private. In regard
to all of these occurences Judge
Dodge finds from the testimony of
Mr. DIttemore and others, Including
of the defendant,
the
Directors Dickey, Neal, Merrltt and
Kathvon themselves, that Mr. Dlttemore's account of tbem was substantially true and that his "repeated in
1 1
sistence upon a standard of propriety
in language or conduct stricter than
We announce a 10
Firestone
Cords have set new
redaction In tire
that accepted by his associates mate
and tube effective June 11. The lowered
standards in mileage, traction, comfort and
rially
augmented their hostility and
'
'
'
.
coat of erode rubber and the special Firedislike."
'. ,
safety. Car owners have expressed their apconcludes that DItte
stone manufacturing and distribution adDodge
Judge
proval of the extra value in Firestone
were "incapable,
more'.
vantages make this possible.
Cords by increasing their purchase's
on March 17, 1010, of impartial Judi
Firestone factories are organized on a
consideration
of
accusations
cial
104 In the past six months.
basis of large volume and effective producagainst him, especially of accusations
branchWe have replaced many expensive
framed by themselves, had they ever
tions, prior costs are down bat quality Is at
undertaken an.v. such consideration."
es with warehouses. We now have 108
Its petk. Stockholder workmen are daily
At the present time Christian Scien
d
building many thousands of
distributing points which are delivering
tists throughout the world are deeplv
Cords the beet tire Firestone ever produced
Firestone tires to the consumer at the lowest
Interested In the facts brought out by
and, we believe, the leader on the market to- i cost In oar history.
the Dodge report which Mr. DIttemore
and others are distributing In large
day,
Follow the tide of economical tire buying
quantities among the membership.
Firestone Cords took the first fonr places
The progressive
element in the
Cords
equip with Firestone
and eight of the ten money positions in the
Church seems to be gaining much
and learn what Most Miles per Dollar means
Indianapolis
sweepstakes, May Thirtieth,
strength. It urges a more consistent
without a single tire failure.
to yoa today.,
and practical Interpretation of the
teachings of Mrs. Eddy by those In
and a morellberni adminisauthority
"
'
d
Cords from one of the following dealers:
Get a set of these
tration of the church government.
Next to a change In the official per
sonnel In Boston, under definite rule
of rotation In office, the greatest need
of the Church seems to be for the encouragement of greater local church
and democracy according to the spirit as well as the letter
of the Church Manual, and a minimising rather than an encouragement of
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FOR YOU
AND YOUR FAMILY
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A savings' account in this strong Bank will give
you liberty, freedom.' You can be free from
worry, and have liberty to .do as you please in
'
your old age. You will be prepared for opportunity or misfortune, of you have' a well tended
savings account here.
Today is the time to start for tomorrow never

comes.

the

'.

'.
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McElinfey County
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'The Old Bank"
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TRADE WITH THE

'.

CITY MARKET

j

THE OLD RELIABLE

'

WHERE YOU

CAN-GE-

T

THE

j

BEST CORN FED PACKING

HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS
We Sell Coupon Books

at

10

j

j

Per Cent Discount .Phone 64

t

'

ff

n

QUALITY

W. E. SAWYER Prop.

SERVICE

t:

J

cNow Easier Than Ever to

Own a

n

Through

the

A VICTORY FOR

AMERICA MOTORISTS

GUTS TIRE PRICES

n

10

EFFECTIVE JUNE

Gum-Dipp-

ed

Gum-Dipp- ed

,

Gam-Dippe-

Gum-Dipp-

ed

Gum-Dippe-

4

W. M. STAGG, CROWNPOINT, N. M.

Moot Mileo per Dollar

the greater centralisation of author'tv,
In the
Board of DInnnolntees la Boston
ctora
-

0

will enroll you

and start you on

thewaytowner

ship. We will put

the money in a
local bank, at irv

teres t. Each week
make an additional payment. Soon
your payments plus tne interest paid
oy the bank will make the car yours.
to get out into the fields and woods
down to the beach or stream the family
and you in the Ford Sedan. It is ready for
business or pleasure anytime you step into
the driver's seat and put your foot on the
starter button.
It is a car for all weather with real comfort
for everyone. And now it is within your
reach. Come in today get full details.
So plan

CARRINGTON
MOTOR'
COMPANY
V- -

.

'

.

ft

FOR QUICK ACTION
HERMAN

W. ATKINS

ATTORNEY AND
AT LAW

COUNSELLOR

llimmnia
rw

OMBtioc

ti

point typ

am
mm.

.

words

--

ran. .na

u anti
aaek law
Cask asost M
ip py nr ai

Office:

pot llns.

Pag

AT A BARGAIN: Mnilal
Mitchel Roadster in first class eon- cation Good Top and Curtains must
sell at once see HH at Carring
M

EDMUND R. FRENCH

Lawyer
milk Member Bar: Supreme Court Unite
States, Supreme Court of Now

FOR SALE: Three good
at Swatzell's Feed Yard.

Mexico.

FOR SALE Seven passenger
studeoaicer. Apply to Henry Mc
Dermott.

Office

105 Coal Avenue.

:

MARTIN & CHAPMAN,

down puts an Underwood
Typewriter in your office or home.
Write for Catalogue. Southwestern
Typewriter Co., Grants, New Mexico.
(1788)
3.00

Attorneys-At-La-

w

OFFICES:

Gallup, New. Mexico.

TO RENT: A neat cottage to a
couple with no chlidren, who will cook
for two people. Use of dining room
and kitchen. Address; Box 457, "A.
M. G," City.

DR. M. M. ELLISON

DENTIST
Gallup Clinic Building

Underwood
typ
first class condition just
overhauled. R. R. Bell, Page BuildFOR

SALE

New Mexico

Gallup

WANTED: To rent small furnished house or apartment. "N. E. F."
Herald office.

THE

SHEWEE HOTEL

At a bargain, 1920
rord roadster, newly painted and
overhauled, 4 new tires, demountable
rims, starter. "N. E. F." Herald of.

(ZUNI)

House and good cor.

AND

RESTAURANT

DAVID

SULLIVAN, Mgr.

101

ZUNI, NEW MEXICO.

RENT: Business house for
rent. Inquire at the Peoples Meat
Market.
-tf

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona

Modern house, fur-

St. Charles Hotel.

DRESSMAKING:
Fashionable
Room 1, Klatt Hotel.

Lot of

Pastor of The Methodist Churck
Residence 300 3rd Street

good house-

315 S. Fifth Street.

Phone No. 288.
the Study 8 to 11:8(1 A. M
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
At Your Service At All Hours.

At Home in

FOR RENT: Three roomg. Two
blocks south of court house. Apply
at 109 West Mesa Ave.
FOR

side.

House
Business
Peoples Market, north

GcndUsYcoff

H. W. BROSE, M. E.

address on a.
post card or in a letI
ter and we will mail
free and postpaid, a sample copy of

MnrTiA
trial?

GENERAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE

Mechanics
Popular
MAOAZINI

Architectural

C

StrMt,

Popular Mechanics buttdtns Uimout

8

210H WEST R. R. AVENUE
NEW MEXICO
GALLUP,

I

L.'y ft

li
ij

c.

"!?

1

--

Xe"

nii

m.

Bubany-Henderso-

cross-complai- nt

-

ur

to-w-

it:

m

.

R. R. BELL
Public Stenographer

ILU

in

HOURS:
f

1

,

f'
First

,

to

9 A. M
5

to

P. M.

12

'

Page Building

Telephone

No. 149

Collegian Why did you sit
the peanut gallery to witness
Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice?"
Second Collegian So mv dramatics
professor would see me. Pennsylvania Punch Bowl
in

Bubany-Henderso-

':''.

io

2

gJ

ty-tw-

Room 10

'T'T

.

V

Company

CHICAGO,

'

Service In

Connection

It contains Interesting1 and instructive articles on the Home, Farm, Shoo and Office
the newest developments in Radio, Aviation, Automobile and Garage. Each Issue
contains something to interest everybody.
We do not employ subscription solicitors so
and you
'you will not be urged to subscribe
are not obligating yourself in the least in
We
free
a
sample
for
copy.
'asking
gladly send it to prospective readers. If
you like it you can buy a copy every
month from any newsdealer or send ua
your subscription $3.00 for one year.
4

Ti'

0!....

'

the most wonderful magazine pub
lished. 160 pages and 400 pictures
every month, that will entertain
every member of the family.

Mechanic
Popular Oetarle

Bubany-Henderso-

l.JL

-

DENTIST
Office: Warm Building
New Mexico
Gallup

FOR RENT: 7 room house close
in apply at Candy Shop, v

200-21-

J!"

Edward Costetti, E.
The shortage in freight cars on An- 1,
Thorch, and the
ril 30 totaled 33,282, according to re- - T
aaar?s?ea ? eacn
n
Lumber
Company, a partnership.
and Josie Montoya,
i
Defendants.
(No. 11212)
1 .
uuuu nu urunus io me wun tne
NOTICE OF SUIT
In Testimony Whereof, the
P
nfonth
of said board an exact fac- Secretary
TO
THE
ABOVE
NAMED
DEFEN
State Corporation Commis
"r ?rK"' Dn?
E.
HOWARD
THORCH:
DANT,
13.The
of
box
cars totaled
shortage
sion of the State of New
You are hereby notified that suit 940, a decrease since April 22 of 5 Mexico has caused this cer
In
Shift
tificate to be signed by its has been filed by the above named 409, while the shortage in coal cars
TnoZ
.v'!?
AS&&1
Chairman and thi seal of plaintiff and is now pending against totaled 17,634, or a decrease within
above
named defendants in the
SEAL
said Commission, to be af the
'
fixed at the City of Santa District Court of McKinley County, port showed that the shortage m stock at ieagt one
in each
Fe on this 25th day of May New Mexico, said suit being num coke and refrigerator cars had practi- tu. ww,v neWspaper"ncr ," a newa- I
bered
said
on
the
docket
of
callv
2030,
A. D. 1923.
M
Inanor. a. mn nt th Ant
disappeared.
'
court; and that the defendants Bub
B. MONTOYA,
5"T
. 1 . nkSurplus freight cars in good repair ITs'u
Lumber
a
Company,
Acting Chairman
consecutive weeks,
(
a,
partnership, consisting of George April
Attest:
2,494.
. T:
,,
e - ..
A. L. MORRISON,
ttubaoy and P. D. Henderson, and
cars
numbered 4,654, f
Surplus
date
fi
George Bubany and P. D. Henderson which was box.
Clerk.
an increase of 683 cars in ft, thi, Ant
.E?t
having filed in said suit, their ans(1832)
a week while there was the duty of al owers of marki
wer and
the gener approxiately
First Pub. June 2.
of 267 m the number brands now of
record Jn th
are of
al object of said
Last Pub. June 23.
surplus coal cars in good repair, i.0 sl,
n j
to recover personal judgment against which
the total for that class
brought
of'slid"
gecVey
Board "I fa"
the defendants, Edward Costetti, of
IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITH- and Josie Montoya, and each of
eqipment to 2,849.
simile of the mark or marks, brand or
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
brands now in actual use and owned
them in the principal sum of ThirOF McKINLEY AND
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
by them. A fee for the
teen Hundred Eighty-thre- e
and 50- STATE OF NEW
100 ($1383.50) Dollars, together with Department of the Interior, U. S. of brands shall be one (11.00) Dol
MEXICO
lar for each mark or brand
interest theron at the rate of 10 per
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Chas. Vidal,
ed, the proceeds to be used for th
cent per annum, from the 10th day
at..ot notice given as provided by
Plaintiff,
of December, 1921, and together in
Notice is hereby given that John
No. 2030 the further sum of 10 per cent of E. Day, of Flora Vista, N. M. who, section 1 01 mis act; provided, that
vs.
Edward Costetti, E.
said principal and interest as attor- on May 18, 1920, made Additional any excess money from such lees
Howard Thorch, and the
ney's fees and the costs of this ac- Homestead Entry, No. 0394411 for fnau oe piaceo in tne Sheep Samtary
n
Lumber
tion, and all thereof as evidenced by SEtt. Section 14. Township 12 N..
Company, a partnership,
that certain promissory note dated Range 10 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Upon the receipt of the fee to be
and Josie Montoya,
December
of marks and
10th, 1921, payable one filed notice of intention to make Paid and the
Defendants.
year after date thereof to the order Three year Proof, to establish claim brands hereinbefore provided for the
n
Lum- to the land, above described, before Secretary of the said Board shall, a
NOTICE OF SUIT
of the said
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFEN- ber Company, together with interest U. S. Commissioner, at Farmington. soon as said marks and brands have
mail to the owner
and attorney's fees, as aforesaid; San Juan Co., N. M., on the 12 day been
DANT, E. HOWARD THORCH;
or owners 01 said marks and brands,
You are hereby notified that suit and said promissory note being sec. of July, 1923.
a certuicate ior eacn marie and brand
ritnoo.0- has been filed against you in the ured by that certain mortgage deed
rioionf
and for which said fe
above entitled court in which the dated December 10th, 1921, made, Joseph C Lewis, of Flora Vista, ?
above entitled and numbered cause executed, acknowledged and deliver- N. M .: David L. Lewis, of Flora Vis- - nas Men Pa"? snowing tne date, ox
Pa-and ateo showing
the
w stiu.
v m.
is now pending, by the above named ed by the said defendants, Edward
the fee herein provided to be paid
the
to
Josie
and
Montoya,
Costetti,
above
named
the
plaintiff, against
ington, N. M.; Thomas Allen, of that
has been paid. A failure to make
Flora Vista, N M.
defendants, and said cause being said defendant,
such payment shall forfeit the right
numbered 2030, on the docket of said Lumber Company, a partnership,
M. BERGERE,
A.
to use any mark or brand now in use.
and duly recorded on the 10th day
court.
Register.
When the right to use any mark or
The general objects of said suit of December, 1921, at the hour of (1856)
brand now of record shall have beare to recover a personal judgment 4:30 o'clock P. M., at page 43, of First Pub. June 9
come forfeited for failure to comply
Book 4, of the Records of Mortgage
against the defendant, Edward
Last Pub. July 7
with the provisions of this act, the
in the principal sum of Deeds of said McKinley County, New
said mark or brand shall not be reTwo Thousand ($2,000.00) Dollars, Mexico; and the further objects of
IN THE PROBATE COURT WITH corded to any other person or persona
de
a
lor
said
withthe
being
interest
theron
at
together
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
until after the expiration of two years
rate of 10 per cent per annum from cree of foreclosure of said mortgage
OF McKINLEY AND
from the date of forfeiture; PROVID
the 23rd day of May, 1921, and until deed as against the plaintiff, and the
STATE OF NEW
Ed
ED, that this Act shall not apply to
paid, and together in the further defendants, E. Howard Thorch,
MEXICO
those who have in compliance with
sum of 10 per cent of said principal ward Costetti, and Josie Montoya,
unapter 71 or the laws 01 19Z1 re
and interest as attorney's fees, said and that as to such plaintiff and de- In the matter of the
No. 244 recorded their marks and brands, if
action being brought upon a promis- fendants, the said mortgage deed be Estate of Louis Stewart
are the
the marks so
to be a first, deceased.
sory note dated May 23rd, 1921, pay- decreed and declared
NOTICE'
same as those used bv them on sheen.
able one year after date thereof, to superior and prior lien upon the preNotice Is Hereby Given that the Provided, this
of marka
the order of Chas. Vidal, said plain- mises conveyed by said mortgage
has been appointed ad- - and brands shall not be required
t:
of
Lots
All
undersigned
Twentydeed,
Two
the
of
sum
in
tiff,
principal
and ministrator of the estate of Louis oftener than once in five (5) years."
(23),
Thousand (S2.000.0O) Dollars, to Two (22), twenty-thre- e
.
.
.
in Block
Fifty-On- e Stewart, deceased: and that all per
Srifcfcf is AN 11 Ait I oUAKU Ut'
twenty-fo(24),
and
with
interest
attorney's
gether
said
claims
sons
against'
Townsite
having
the
of
benote
Original
(51)
said
and
NEW MEXICO
fees, as aforesaid,
estate and said decendant will preing secured by a mortgage of even of the Town of Gallup, in the (Joun sent them within the time and manBy R. C. DILLON,
of
New
State
and
of
McKinley
date therewith and duly recorded in ty
President.
law.
ner
of
by
prescribed
and
as
platted
surveyed
Book 4, M. D. R., page 19, Records Mexico,
Attest:
W.
H.
ATKINS,
of
further
objects
of said McKinley
County , New record: and the
J. B. ROBERTSON,
'Administrator.
Mexico, said mortgage being signed said suit being for the appointment
Secretary.
to advertise and (1865)
by said defendants, Edward Costet- of a Special Master
(1852).
Pub. June 9.
First
estate
the
sell
said
real
pay
lor
and
Josie
and
convey
Montoya,
ti,
First Pubi June 9
sec- Last Pub. June 30
Last Pub. June 30
ing the following real estate, sit- ment of the said indebtedness,
r
0
as
said
prodeed,
ured
mortgage
the
by
in
County
uate, lying and being
PROBATE COURT WITH-IrN
THE
of
said
terms
vided
the
mortgage
and State oi New
by
of McKinley
AND FOR THE COUNTY
IN THE PROBATE COURT MCLots Number Twen deed and the orders of said court
Mexico,
McKINLEY AND STATE
OF
KINLEY COUNTY STATE
and
relief
other
all
for
and
o
general
(23) and
(22), twenty-thre- e
OF NEW MEXICO
cross-coOF NEW MEXICO
Twenty-fou- r
(24), in Block Fifty- - in the prayer of said
In The Matter of the Estate
In the matter of the
One (51), of the oriental townsite plaint prayed.
;i
of
You are further notified that un Estate of Peter Benderach, No. 247
of the town of Gallup, New Mexico,
Kenneth Mulholland, Deceased.
as surveyed and platted of record, less you enter an appearance in said Deceased.
.Notice
NOTICE
and said suit being for the further cause on or before the 23rd day of
Notice is hereby given that the un
render
unobjects of foreclosing said mortgage July, 1923, judgment will be
that
is
the
Notice
given
hereby
dersigned was on the 1st day of June.
for the satisfaction and payment of ed in said cause on said cross-cor- n
dersigned has been appointed admin- lziia. appointed executor of the es
said promissory note, principal, in- plaint against you by default
Ben
of
estate
Peter
the
of
istrator
tate of Kenneth Mulholland, deceased,
The name and address of said de
terest, attorney's fees, and the costs
deceased, and that all persons
n
Lumber derach, claims
by Hon. Frank Canavan Probate
of this action and for the appoint fendants'
ana
estate
said
against
of McKinley County New Mexment of a Special Master to adver Company, a partnership, and George having
will present them Judge
decendent
said
tise and sell said real estate as pro Bubany and V. V. Henderson, attor- Within the time and manner prescrib- ico.
Therefore all persons having;
vided ion by the terms of said mort- ney, is H. C. Denny, whose post of ed by law.
claims agains said estate are hereis Gallup,
gage deed and the orders of said f ice and business address
D. W. BONTEMS,
'
by notified to file the same with the
court and for all general and other New Mexico.
.
Administrator.
County Clerk of McKinley County,
relief as prayed for in plaintiff s WITNESS my hand and seal of
(1849)
within one year from the date of said
complaint filed in said cause, in- said court this 6th day June, 1923.
2.
June
Pub.
First
appointment as provided by law, or
cluding that plaintiff's said mort- (SEAL OF DISTRICT COURT)
23.
Last Pub. June
the same will be barred.
NAT GARCIA,
gage deed be declared a first, sup
W. H. MORRIS,
erior and prior lien on said real
County Clerk, McKinley County,
Executor
Clerk of the DisGetting old is Just a alow process
estate, and for the further purpose and
''i-Vvv'- V
V
of reaching the point where all the (1846) i
trict Court of said "County.
).f.
of recovering ail costs ox saia ac
'
new books seem rotten. Birmingham First Pub. June 2.
tion.
(1858)
i
Last Pub. Juno 83.
1
News.
.
if
You are further notified that un Last Pub. Jum 30.
Howard

ti,

DR. PAUL H. BENNETT

RENT:

Inquire at

and
Sp attJSTEU
ette throh
TEL?
.

No.

Bubany-Henderso-

JOHN WITT HENDRIX

Dressmaking

at a bargain. House

solved.
The principal office of the said cor
poration in this state is at Gallup,
and the name of the agent in charge
thereof and upon whom service may
be made is Hans Neuman.

fifS

T.L?

SliSSS

le

Attorneys-At-La- w

nished, for rent; three and four rooms

FOR SALE:

Mexicoll

Bubany-Henderso-

RUIZ A OVERSON

FOR RENT: Sleeping Room. "N.
E. F." Herald.

hold furniture
can be rented.

k.-t-

nt

FOR

at

j

J

f ice.

apply

.v.

cross-complai-

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

of-m-

iTiT.7j

ing.

aer lot. See owner First St and
East Hill Ave.

n.t

.
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Co.
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I
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New Mexico

Gallup

ton Motor

Building
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
State Corporation Commission

PROFESSIONAL

m

'
T.
T
less you enter an appearance in" said EQUIPMENT ORDERED IN
NOTICE
of cause on or before the 23rd day of
WEEKENDED MAT 5
S
New Mexico
To The Sheep Owners of New ) .
duty, ired, judgment will be render
Certificate of Filing
In the week ended Mav B the rail-ed in said cause
von hv
-Uavi.
- 'ifa.
r roads
United States of America
ordered from equipment manu- - You are hereby notified that a la
)
.
lauic.
The name and address of nlsin facturers 3 locomotives, 550 freight was enacted bv the Sixth LcrlaUtim
)ss
' State of New Mexico
)
tiff's attorney is A. T. Hannett, cars and 51 passenger train cars, of New Mat!.
Is is hereby certified, that there whose post office and business ad While orders actually nlartui in
k.
ttia- Lf.kA4
ware Me
.."im
uoicv,
was filed for record in the office of dress is Gallup. New Mexico.
week of May 5 are small compared owners
of all ear (cquinns;
marks recorded la
the State Corporation Communion of
WITNESS my hand and the seal with the previous weeks a survey or the office of the Sheep
Sanitary
tne State of New Mexico, on the oi said court, at Gallup, New Mex the inquiries out shows that contin- - Board are required to have the
aamt
Twenty-fift- h
ued activity In equipment purchases
day of May. A. D. 1923 ico, xnis otn nay oi June, 1923.
in the records of this
ay
at 2 o'clock P. M., by the CHACO (SEAL OF
be expected.
fice within three (3) months from
LiAND
The Richmond, Fredericksburgh A the date of this notice. All ear
AND CATTLE COMPANY DISTRICT COURT)
Potomac has ordered 2 switching Into- - marka not
(Wo Stockholders
NAT GARCIA,
4ii
Liability) a cor
.v.
poration organized under the laws
County Clerk, McKinley County, motives and the Fonda, Johnstown A piration of three (3) months,
1 switching enarine.
m
of New Mexico, a duly executed con
icnmn that nmn.,.
and
Clerk of the DisThe Atlantic Coast Line has ordered will be available to the first annli- sent in writinsr that said conjuration
trict Court, of said County.
4 combination baggage and mail
bo dissolved; and that this Commis(1857)
cars, cant on the expiration of time re-sion being satisfied that all of the First Pub. June 9
and the Atlantic Coast Line, 25 steel quired to elapse
by this law.
15
of
steel baggage cars. 5 com- - . -A fe nt v uvshii
Section 919, New Last Pub. June 30.
requirements
tnii. i.
,
,
,coacnes,
io a 4Ula CI a.
'
19
Mexico Statutes Annotated. Codifi
bination mail and baggage cars and 2 accompany the application
for
cation 1915, relating to fhe voluntary IN
cars.
Icordinr.
THE DISTRICT COURT WITH
i
These orders bring the total new
uissoiuiion oi corporations nave been
rv
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
to
eqipment
duly complied with;
McKINLEY AND
OF
to 1,493 locomotivesf 66,490 freight BoaofVew Th.
NOW. THEREFORE,
unon the
STATE OF NEW
cars and 838 passenger train cars.
filing with this Commission of an af
power to and shall cau
MEXICO .
all marfi
fidavit showing that this certificate Chas.
Vidal,
ANOTHER DECREASE
has been published as required bv
Plaintiff,
IN THE CAR SHORTAGE
law, tne said corporation shall be dis
vs.
2030.
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It leads to financial independence. It
Dollars and Bonds accumulated by systematic savin r. It is a smooth road, easy to travel, and it has
a real destination. Come in and we'll start you
(.,"
-; ...
v::;off...;

As Was Predicted

For the Dances
Staurdsy night dances appear to be
the time for some to soak up about
all the"mule" that can be found, and
it also appears that plenty "mule"
can be found. But, it is noticed that
"White Mule Society" is dwindling
Prodown dwindling in numbers.
bably when the number is dwindled
down to one, that one will be so lonely that both that one and the "mule"
will go out of business.
If there is any excuse for young
people to "mule up," certainly there
can be no excuse for parents fathers
and mothers to "mule up.",
Last few weeks, or last few dances,
our officers reported that very few
people were drinking, but predicted
that pretty soon they would turn
loose again. As predicted, last week
end dances presented the usual quoto
of "mule artists." And as it appears
to our officers, who are watching this
matter very closely, that the spurts
are becoming periodical, rather than
regular, and this is a good sign.
'

--

'

Slate Bonk
Gallup
Dollars To Have
"Teach

Moro CwUM

Your

y

4.

ar"5

Alex A. Schaeffer of the. TTnite
Garage is' doing everything in his
power to induce tourists to come by
Gallup. Mr. Schaeffer keeps in touch
with the solicitors at Los Lunas and
Holbrook and when ever he can furnish these solicitors with any additional information) that will aid and
assist them in their work for Gallup
he does it. Since the solicitors have
been on the job at Lot Lunas and
Holbrook Mr. Schaeffer tsys that the
tourists have increased by Gallup by
over 100 per cent, and every car
coming through Gallup leaves some
extra money. Any citizen with a
good suggestion that will be of benefit to the solicitors will oblige Mr.
Schaeffer by notifying him of their
suggestions, and Mr. Schaeffer will
communicate with the solicitors such
suggestions.

THE STREET OF
THE THRIFTY
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Gallup Tennis
Won Doubles

al

8-- 6,

6-- 1.

PHIL NAGILLER
THOREAU, N.

M.
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Beatrice
the American wife is a lit
tle useless lily around the bouse, but
we know at least one who reminds us
more of a vacuum cleaner. Columbus Ohio State Journal.

Mrs.

Forbes-Robertso-

Hale says

Edgar Morton, famous butler of
stage and screen is buttering mostin Hope Hampton's spleneffectively
in tha nark "
"TV. T
iA .:..at the Rex Theatre next Tuesday and
U

--

Wednesday.

.'

THEIR HOPE
plan to make of your

"What do you

boy?"

waTvirsmv
W

Wfto
rather laughable'
vv

i...

W

11

IMS

tee

"

r
a

"We are going to get him a place
with the housing commission, as soon
as he is old enough.. Some day he
may be able to find a house for his
Die Muskete (Vienna.)
parents."
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newspaper maaing an acmes on tne
Fordney-McCumbi
tariff law because, under that law imports have
Inbeen recording a phenomenal
i
crease," declares the Reptilian Pub- Ma
IIMfv AaiuHaflnn
aawavawwbf
wasa
aia PraaL
nw)wvu tlmnwh
grcr--1 i
CANKZ3
dent, Hon. Jonathan Bourne, Jr. "Of
course increaieo impons are in acBake salt at Jenkins' Drag Etfre
cord, with Democratic policy, and the
'
tariff laaia nf tha nai4 hava alwava June 23. , ;.
The
end.
Lea
been directed to that
The Bargain Store carries s comvenworth 'Times,' for example, reverand shoes.
'
ses 'Democratic beliefs and aspira- plete line of dry goods ..
'.
tiona hv attalrno na naw tariff law
for permitting imports to increase.
wny m n, asxs tne riimes, wun
1
iMMitatlMi, attll onntlnna larvalv in
excess of exportations, notwithstand- ing tne nign laruii we suapect
there is more than one reason but we
faal aura that on reason is the hiffh
cost of production over here. And
a
.
a
tne question to. oe answerea u, wiu
we ever be aoie to compete wiin tne
fareiamer and recover the markets
we are losing?"
"In the first place the Fordney- MoCiiTntiar law la nnt a hiffh tariff.
If it were, the increase in imports
about which the 'Times' complains
Democratic lead-o- n
would not occur.
The bright summer days are
aaaavtal nrhsn tVlA law VII Under
coming which call for eye pro- -,
debate that it would prohibit
tection against sun glare. We
Pnasihlv 'the hich cost of pro
have a complete line of eye
duction over here' may have some
shades and goggles to meet
m ini'
every demand.
thing to do with the increase DroduCnnrta hut the hiirh coat of
Eyes carefully examined and
tion is due primarily to the high
those high wages
Glases properly fitted.
wages received, and
DOWer.
a lnrirernnrrhnsin'
moon
1
O
I
iiilui,
Registered Optometrist
That it exists is evidened by the fact
some
aomesire
time
that for
past
mills have been unable to meet dom
situation has
a
Such
estic demands.
been known under . Democratic .tariJEWELER and OPTICIAN
ffs, but that was because domestic
er

cua

-tf

.
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6-- 3,

6-- z.

REX PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK
FIRST SHOW 7:41 P. M.

Stand

SUNDAY
SWANSON IN

GLORIA

"PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS"
Corned. Comedy,

"THE BUMPS"
WEEKLY NEWS

MONDAY
Repeating
"PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS"

TUESDAY
HOPE HAMPTON IN
"LIGHT IN THE DARK"

.

OF THE DAY

TOPICS

AESOP'S FABLES

WEDNESDAY
Repeating
TUESDAY'S PROGRAM
t

THURSDAY

-

'

APPRECIATION

Cosmopolitan Productiea
Peter B. Kyne'a Story Featuring Seeno- Owen in
"THE GO GETTER"
-

Pollard Comedy
"WATCH

YOUR

WIFE"

FRIDAY

.

vi-hom-

Repeating
"THE GO GETTER"

SATURDAY

'

Dorothy Dalton in
"DARK SECRETS"
Christie Comedy

.

:

"BABIES WELCOME"
WEEKLY NEWS

,

;

ONLY highest
long-stap- le

cotton, of ex-

tra tensile strength,

o-

goes into the new
Goodyear Cord Tire
with the beveled

Chino Copper Co.
Big Tax Payer

That's one reason

SILVER CITY, N.M., June 11
When the treasurer of the Chino cop
Der comDanv handed Clarence Bay.
ne, county treasurer, a check for the
second half of the company's Grant
county taxes, the municipality's coffers were swelled by the addition of
$134,000 and the total of tax collections for the current year was increased to 95 per cent. Grant county
leads the state in point or taxes collected, and the fact is adduced to indicate that business has returned
macticallv to normal.
The county commissioners have
called up $100,000 of the 1902 issue
of
funding bonds, leaving tne
county's total bonded indebtedness at
$128,000. With a population at last
census of 21,939 and an assesd valuation of $42,751,164 Grant county's
obligations are so small as to put the
county on a parity with the most favored counties of the nation where nor.
mal conditions obtain.

Tread.

why Goodyear Cord
Tires stand up ruggedly for thousands

on thousands of

.

-

miles, giving you ut-

most tire performance at low tire cost
per mile.
Cetdytar Sortie Slmlion
Scalar, mm mmll mnd racam-matha
Goodyimr
Carafa with thm amaW All.
Wmathn Trumd mnd itch
Ihmm ua mith tlmndttd

Am

na

na

i

could
picked
get the garment
store as cheap as the price we made to her.
preciated this .business. But the point is this :

FOR SALE

ap-

j

Gallup people should appreciate it just as much as
we do, as it proves beyond doubt that we are selling
high class and stylish merchandise just as cheap, if not
cheaper, than the same articles are sold in all of the
larger cities.

A

Good
SIX CYLINDER TRUCK
In Good Running Condition

We

Ask those who buy from mail order concerns then'
come to our place and inspect our stocks no trouble to
show goods.

Have

We are anxious to help you help yourselves.

THE STYLE SHOP

2--

Chae. Iehl
Southwestern Motor Co.
Watson Motor Co.

We

'. Outfitters for Women, Misses
Coal Ave. & Second St.
vV

' ;.

'

:'.

'

.

and Children
Gallup, N. II.
t"

"

-

v,
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a Democratic

12.-Se- nator

to

ply

that

CS:.:CCRAT3 ASU3
RTPUCLICAri TAT.:r? 13
TII2 CAVZ2 C7 HIGH
CC3T OF LIVIN'C

er

Senator Borah
Takes

acres-deede-

'.t.:iLJIjj.L

-

-

6-- 4,

Ranch in McKinley
Una,
County. 400
125 acres meadow, good qaul-it- y
of hay growing on same.
All necessary
hay machinery
work teams, good wagons and
also
small
bunch of
harness,
Good 6 room house and
cattle.
good out buildings. Good well,
water, and wind mill. Water
in house. Excellent ranch for
stock, especially sheep.
For price and particulars ap-

i 1v

r"-

-

6-- 3,

6-- 1,

Best

L. C

ta

6-- 3,

3-- 6,

6-- 3,

6-- 1,

best ranch in
Mckinley county

tl

The Albuquerque Journal noted the
results of the Tennis Tournament in
that city last Friday and Saturday,
as follows:
Albuquerque was forced out of both
the singles and doubles in tne semiof the
final rounds. In the semi-finsingles Sully, of Gallup, boat McCan-n- a,
while
Country club,
Moore, Dawson, beat Wagner, Uni
versity,
The results of the doubles follows:
First round W. G. Moore and Moelt D Mnnra and Mc- Youshiga
Canna', C. C,
and Kirk, Gallup, beat Stamm and
Mernt ana
Marron, C. C,
beat Meyers and
N.
Miss Minnie Summers' is in Hot Wagner, U. U. S.M.,I.
0.
S.,
for the benefit Addington,
CITIZENS' MILITARY TRAINING Springs, New Mexico,
Gallup, beat Farrell
of her health. She was accompanied Sully and Boice,
Sec-n1.
CAMP AGE LIMITS REDUCED by her father, Mr. G. W. Summers, and Grundi, U. S. I. S.,
Kirk and Youshiea. Gal Mills n'ora
rnnnd
and her sister, Mrs. Roy L White.
what was left of the
lup, beat Moore and Moeller, Dawson, competition and
turnea to loreigii
have just been received
Orders
ana
public
uauup,
noice,
purchasing
svuiy
his
returned
K.
from
E.
has
remaineu
and Wagner, U. N. M., wares which for a time
f mm tha nfffoa nt tha ' Arifatant fipn- - vacation Errett
Merritt
beat
and
feels
and
fine
dandy.
hot rose in orice
phpan.
...n,aatvalv
eral of the Army, Washington, D. C,
r
j
iviiivaiex'",
o
as domestic competition was destroy
permiting Corps Area Commanders to
Marion Penninrton. Lerov Miller,
ed.
accept applicants lor tne mtizens' and Normand Richardson of Durango, LON CHANEY AND LINCOLN
a. fn tha last ouestion asked by
who
16
are
SUPPORT HOPE HAMPTON
Military Training Camps
were in Gallup Thursday night
Colo.,
the Leavenworth editor, the answer
miirt f m.on. hut who will he 17 at enroute to California, going overland.
some time during the calendar year
years prior to u
.
o
An exceptional cast supports Hope is 'Yes.' For two Fordney-McCumbof the
of 19Z3. Thus a young man wno is
passage
National
her
in
latest
First
Hampton
v..MtM am tha nart ftf the Am- nnlv 1A mm old when the camns
starring vehicle, "The Light in the erican people was severly curtailed.
Rex
open July 28th, but will be 17 on or
Theacomes
the
to
Dark," which
a
inbefore December 3lst, 19ZS, may oe
tre next Tuesday and Wednesday. Compared with lazuandtne national
off
fell
salaries
wages
from
come
accepted.
Miss
Two leading men play opposite
onnnnnnnftA In 1921.' while that
Wil
CHICAGO. June
The order rrantine this authority
Hampton. E. K. Lincoln plays the a D,VW(VV(...
was
Borah
E.
toward
liam
speeding
role of a weathy New York clubman, from nnvestments fell oii correspondreads as follows:
w
up
in
1922
home
Idaho
startea
his
after
brief
In
it
a
pick
today
while Lon Chaney gives one of his ingly.
"Several applications from young
ReDublu
tVio Kpnpficpnce of
"
characterizations as a armin
nan hslnw 17 vparn of are have ben stop in Chicago where he made it inimitable
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